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The research presented in this report was performed for the Astrionlcs
Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
The report is a sunnary of the final reports prepared under NASA Contract
NAS8-20358 for three tasks. The three tasks are: (1) Preparation of a
Mars-Venus-Earth swlngby trajectory handbook, (2) Analysis of the feasibil-
ity of estimating inertial platform sensor errors from tracking data, and
(3) Analysis of the effects of bias errors on Interplanetary navigation
and guidance system requirements. The task final reports that are summarized
are the following:
i. Handbook Mars-Venus-Earth Svln_by Trajectories 1971-1999, Philco-Ford
SRS-TR 147, Palo Alto, California, 15 April 1967.
2. Estimation of Inertial Platform Errors, Philco-Ford SRS TR-DAI569,
Palo Alto, California, 21 October 1967.
e Effect of Bias Errors on Interplanetary Navigation and Guidance System
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The increasing interest in the manned exploration of the planet Mars places
a direct emphasis on the analysis of the round trip trajectories from Earth
to Mars. A number of good trajectory handbookstl'2)_are""-- available showing
direct trajectories to and from Mars. The purpose of this handbook is to
present Mars return trajectories that utilize Venus as an intermediate body.
The use of a Venus swingby trajectory was first reported by Hollister (3)
and Sohn (4). The mission advantages gained by using them as part of a
round trip trajectory are shown in studies by Deerwester (5) and Sohn (6'7).
The swingby return trajectory analysis is restricted to specific times of
interest. Low energy direct outbound trajectories to Mars exist for each
Earth-Mars opposition. The analysis reported here investigates the availa-
bility of swingby return trajectories to meet these outbound trajectories
with short stay times at Mars. Figure I shows a pictorial sketch of a hyper-
bollc excess speed contour plot from Reference i. The cross hatched section
in the figure shows the extent of the time region that is analyzed. The
date at Mars is varied _ 50 days from the arrival date of the minimum
energy outbound. The return flight time is varied from 200 days to 400 days.
The analysis of this type of time region is done with a I0 day by 10 day
grid for each opposition from 1971 to 1999 inclusive.
The three body program and planetary ephemeris used in the computation of
the trajectory data are described in Section 2. Section 3 contains an
example of the type of trajectory data generated for each opposition from
1971 to 1999. The data presented are for the 1971 opposition.






















































The Philco Quick Look Three Body Program was used to generate the swingby
trajectory data in Section 3. This program is the outgrowth of two
earlier versions of powered assist 8wingby programs. The program accepts
as inputs a launch date and flight time. It then automatically searches
the svingby AV curve as 8 function of first leg flight time (Figure 2).









The following is a general description of the computation methods employed
in the Quick Look Three Body Program. Each choice of a launch date, L, and
time of flight, T, determines the heliocentric geometry of the "launch"
body and "target" body. The division of the time of flight into first and
second leg flight times, T 1 and T 2 = T - T 1, determines the position of the
intermediate body. The launch date, L, and time of flight, T1, determines
the conic trajectory between the first and second bodies ("first leg") and
yields the hyperbolic approach asyuptote E 1 relative to the second body.
The arrival date, (L + T1), at the second body becomes the departure date
for the conic trajectory to the third or target body ("second leg"). The
time of flight, T2, for the second le s determines the hyperbolic departure
asymptote, _2"
I The transition from the hyperbolic path (relative to the intermediate body)
I
I
having asymptotes _1 and _;, to the path with asymptote S'*2, will in general
require a corrective change bY. The computer program searches for the value



























PARAMETER IS TOTAL TRIP
TIME MARS - EARTH
180 190 200 210
FLIGHT TIME MARS TO VENUS (DAYS)
220









































A detailed description of the theory and operation of subroutine COBR
is presented in Reference 8. The purpose of this subroutine is to determine
the p•rticuiar heliocentric conic section connecting either the launch and
intermediate bodies or the intermediate and target bodies for • specified
transfer angle and time of flight. The subroutine solves the problem by
means of an iteration process on the flight path angle at the first body.
PANTRY £• the planetary ephemeris subroutine that rapidly provides planetary
positions and velocities. The ephemeris calculated by this package is
• pproximte, being derived from mean orbital element• of the verlous planets,
but is in sll cases, in error by less than one milliradian in angular position
and usually much less. Figure 3 shows the position deviation of Venus
obtained when comparing the data from the mean element computatlons in
(9)
PANTRY with the XPL ephemeris tape . The Three Body Program is capable
of using the JPL ephemeris by direct substitution of subroutines. The
m Jot disadvantage of using the 3PL ephemeris tape is the fact that it is
significantly slower and reduces the speed of the program by • factor of
five to seven times when the program is used to scan launch and arrival
dates. The theoretical aspects of the mean element co_putstlons are des-
cribed in Reference I0.
The program logic is set up so the program operates in the following manner.
For • specified launch date, L, starting first leg flight time, T1, and
total flight time, T, the program goes through the folloving search and
iteration procedure to obtain the free swlngby trajectories.
le PANTRY computes the heliocentric positions and velocities of the
launch, intermediate and target bodies for the times L, L + TI,
and L + T respectively.
e CONBR with the flight times for the two legs, T1 and T2 = T - T1,
and the computed transfer angles #1 and #2 computes the two
heliocentric conic tr•Jectories.
I PHILCO I[_
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0 The magnitude of the first leg approach velocity relative to the
intermediate body is compared wlth the departure velocity relatlve
to the body required for the second leg.
If the difference between the magnitudes is less than a prescribed
value, the perlapels radius is computed that will furnish the
required rotation of the approach asymptote (Equation 3). If
the radius is equal to or greater than soma RMIN then a free
svingby has been obtained.
. If either the magnitude or periapsis radius test fails in step 3,
the first leg flight time, TI, is Incremanted, ATI, and the steps
are repeated.
The iteration process is controlled such that when the computed difference
in the approach and departure velocity magnitude is below a selected level
the Incremental step AT1 is reduced to produce s fine search for a zero.
Each time the sign of the velocity difference, AV " 171 I " 17 2 I , near a
zero changes sign indicating a zero was crossed, the ATI step size is
halved and its sign changed to force the process to seek a zero. Following
1ocatinn of a zero, the program continues to increment T 1 and locate
addltlonal zeros until an upper llalt on T1 is reached. As shown in Figure 2
and the data in Section 3, a given launch date and flight time may
have multlple free swlngby trajectories. The zero search process described
here for a given launch date and flight time requires approximately 20
seconds with the search and iteration levels set so about 150 trajectory
pairs are examined.
For each launch date, Lo, the program will automatically step through a
specified number of total flight t/rues T. Finally, in an "outer loop"
the launch date is incremented through a specified range. This permits







For present purposes, there are no constraints to satisfy as to the manner
in which the probe passes the intermediate body, except for the radius of
closest approach, Rp. Hence, the vectors S 1 and S 2 may be assumed to
define the plane of the orbit relative to the intermediate body.
For any hyperbolic trajectory, the radius of closest approach, Rp, is related
















= central body gravitational constant
• =0 ==i
Let B° be the half-angle between -S 1 and S2. The corresponding RP
P _ cos B°
Suppose RMI N is a pre-assigned minimum approach radius for the intermediate
body. If Ro _ %N' the direction of S 1 can be altered during encounter to
match the direction of _2" Trajectory pairs relative to the intermediate
body with characteristics such that I_ 1 I " I_2 t _ e and RO @ I_N
represent free swingby trajectories. In the analysis, ¢ was selected
to be 10 meters/sec and RHI N was 6050 kilometers (Venus radius).
2.2 QUICK LOOK THREE BODY PROGRAM
The Quick Look Three Body Program has two basic subroutines and a main
driver which contains the logic for automatically scanning a parametric





































This section is an example of the detailed Mars-Venus-Earth free swlngby
trajectory data. The mathematical analyses used for the calculations and
the planetary ephemeris used are described in the previous section. For
the 1971 Earth-Mars opposition, four types of data are presented. The data
in Sec_on 3.1 are a bar graph presentation of the energies required for
direct outbound and swlngby return trajectories. The last three types
of data are presented in Section 3.2. The data on the first page for the
opposition is a three year ephemeris on Earth, Venus, and Mars in ecliptic
of 1950 coordinates. This data allows the user to look at the geometrical
relatlonshlps between the three planets for specific dates of interest.
The second page for the opposition contains a conversion of Jullan Dates
to Calendar Dates for the span of dates used in the analysis. The remaining
pages for the opposition contain the tabulated trajectory data. The data
for each trajectory is presented on one llne that spans across facing pages.
3.1 GRAPHICAL DATA
The bar graphs in Figure 4 show the launch and arrival hyperbolic excess
speeds for outbound and return trajectories. The abscissa on each graph
is the date at Mars. This permits the analyst to combine a direct
outbound and a swingby return using the Mars stay time as a parameter.
The speed data for the outbound direct trajectories are taken from Reference
1. For each date at Mars, the trajectory with the minimum departure speed
at Earth was selected. The return swingby trajectory data are taken from
Section 3.2. For each date at Mars, the trajectory with the minimum arrival
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The tabulated trajectory data are presented in a format similar to that
used in Reference 1. To aid in the construction of round trip trajectories
with Venus swingby return trajectories, the date at Mars is held constant
while the trip time to Earth is varied from 200 days to 400 days in 10-day
increments. In some instances there are multiple free swlngby trajectories
for a given Mars departure date and flight time and in other cases there are
no trajectories. This accounts for the absence of some departure dates
and flight times and the multiple occurrence of others. The ldars departure
date is presented at the extreme left-hand side of the page. In the Space
Flight Handbook t Volume 3 a Part 2 that contains tabulated direct Earth-Hars
trajectories, the Mars arrival date is presented in the extreme right-hand
column of each page. Therefore, by placing this manual to the right of
the Handbook, the analyst may make up round trip Earth-Mars-Earth trajectories
with various stopover times at Mars.
Three cartesian coordinate frames of reference are used in the presentation
of the trajectory data. They are the following: (1) Target coordinates
for data relative to Mars and Venus, (2) Ecliptic coordinates for data
relative to the Sun, and (3) Earth Equator coordinates for data relative
to the Earth. These coordinate frames are oriented as follows:
Target Coordinates : x axis from the planet toward the Sun
z axis normal to planet orbit plane
y axis forms right handed system
Ecliptic Coordinates : x axis in ecliptic plane directed
toward vernal equinox
y axis normal to x in ecliptic
plane







Earth Equator Coordinates : x axis in earth equatorial plane
directed toward vernal equinox
y axis in earth equatorial plane
and normal to x
z axis normal to the earth equatorial
plane
The time epochs associated with the coordinate frames are the following.
The Mars departure and Venus arrival dates are used to fix the Target
coordinates for the Mars and Venus data respectively. The Ecliptic
coordinates are fixed at the Mars departure date. The Earth Equator
coordinates are for the Earth arrival date.
The following is a list of the symbols used in Section 3.2 to present the
































































IIH II-CO-FO liO CORPORATION
TR-DAI568
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS FOR TRAJECTORY DATA
DEFINITION
Julian date of Mars departure
(244 - 3120 last five numbers)
Julian date of Venus passage
Julian date of Earth Arrival
Total trip duration in days
MARS ASYMPTOTE
Magnitude of hyperbolic excess Mars departure veloclty
(km/sec).
Declination of the hyperbolic excess velocity, measured
in degrees positive above and negative below Mars'
orbit plane.
Right ascension of the hyperbolic excess velocity,
measured in degrees in Mars' orbit plane from the
Mars-Sun llne.
MARS-VENUS HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFER
Heliocentric velocity at Mars departure (km/sec).
Path angle of heliocentric velocity at Mars departure
(deg).
Inclination of heliocentric trajectory to the ecliptic
plane (deg).
Eccentricity of heliocentric conic.
SemimaJor axis of heliocentric conic (Astronomical Units).
Perihelion of heliocentric conic (Astronomical Units).
Longitude of the ascending node (deg).
Argument of perifocus (deg).
True anomaly of Mars at departure measured in the
transfer orbit (deg).
True anomaly of Venus at passage measured in the
transfer orbit (deg).
THETV-THETM equals the heliocentric transfer angle.
VENUS ASYMPTOTE
Magnitude of hyperbolic excess Venus arrival velocity
(km/sec).
Analogous to the Mars departure velocity case;
however, this is the declination of the position at
which the arrival velocity vector would emerge from
Venus' celestial sphere (deg).
Right ascension of the position at which the arrival


























Inclination of the Venus centered swingby trajectory to
the orbit plane (deg).
Distance of closest approach to Venus required to
satisfy the asymptote turn angle to meet the outgoing
asymptote to Earth (deg).
Declination of the position at which a vector directed
from Venus through the point of closest approach would
emerge from Venus' celestial sphere (deg).
Right ascension of the position at which vector from
Venus through the point of closest approach would
emerge from Venus' celestial sphere (deg).
,w
VENUS-EARTH HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFER
Heliocentric velocity at Earth arrival (km/sec).
Path angle of heliocentric velocity at Earth
arrival (deg).
Inclination of heliocentric trajectory to the
ecliptic plane (deg).
Eccentricity of heliocentric conic.
Semimajor axis of heliocentric conic (Astronomical
Units).
Perihelion of heliocentric conic (Astronomical Units).
Longitude of the ascending node (deg).
Argument of perifocus (deg).
True anomaly of Venus at passage measured in the
transfer orbit (deg).




Magnitude of hyperbolic excess Earth arrival velocity
(k=/sec).
Declination of the position at which the arrival
velocity vector would emerge from Earth's celestial
sphere (deg).
Right ascension of the position at which time arrival














Coordinate Frames Used :
Target Coordinate
*w
Ecliptic Coordinates of Mars Departure Date











PLANETARY EPHEMER[S - ECLIPTIC OF 1950
DATE EARTH ................. MARSVENUS ........................................







3.99 -0.00 131.2 0.72 3.28 -179.0 1.59 3.58 -149.0
_.99 -0._ 159,5 _2_._____0__._3_9_.__5_b ......0,.15..71_35_4
1.0_ _._ -169.7 0.73 -I.II -84.7 1.52 -0°36 -119.6
1_01 _°00 -140_3 i).73 -3.12 -37.2 1.48 -0.85 -103.5
1.01 O.OC -110.4 _.73 -3.06____12__I__45 rI..3_` _06.0
1.02 C._O -81,8 0.72 -0.95 60.0 1.41 -1.64 -68;2
1.02 C.O0 -52_2 _.72 1.89 11_._ 1.39 -1.83 -49_1




7110_01 1.00 -0._ 6,9 0.72 2.49 -151.1 1.39 -I.59 -lO&5
7111,CI 0.99 -0._ 37.6 0.73 -0.13 -101.6 1.40 -1o19 8_8










7201;_1 0.98 -0._0 99.4 _,73 -3.35 -5.G 1.46 --3.13 45_0
7202,01 0.99 -O.C_ 130,9 0.72
7203,01 0.99 -C.O0 1GO.2 _.72
¥204_01 t,00 0,0_ -168.9 _.72
7205;01 1.01 O;CO -139,b 0.72
7206;01 1.01 O.CC -109.7 0.72
7207;01 1.02 _._ -81.1 _.73
-1.79 44.4 1.50 0.41 62.1
0.88 91.I 1.54 0.87 77.2
3.I0 -169.9 1.61 1.57 1_7.0
0.96 -120.2 1.64 1.76 121.2






-51.5 _.73 -3.34 -23.6 1.66 1.82 148.2
-21,7 D*72 -2.62 25.7 1.66 1.71 161,8
7.6 0.72 -0.14 73.8 1.66 1,59 174.9
38:4_.72 ..... 2-.52 .......i24.3 1'64 1.20 "171'2





7301,01 _.98 -O.OC 160,1 0.72 1.87 -137.3 1.58 0.38 -142.8
7302.01 0.99 -0._0 131.7 _.73 -0.93 -88.0 1.54 -0.II -127.3
7303.01 _.99 -0.00 159.9 0.73 -2.94 -43'7 1.5i "0.58 _112_7
7304,01 1.00 0.0_ -169.2 _.73 -3.20 5.5 1.47 -1.06 -95;7
7305;GI I-¢I 0;_0 -139,8 G.72 -1.31 53.4 1.43 -1.47 -78.4
7306,01 Io01 0.0_ -II0.0 0.72 1.55 I03.4 1.40 -1.75 -59.7
I
I
7307_01 I°02 O.CO -81,3 0.72 3.29 152.1 1.39 -1.85 -40.9
7308.01 1.01 0._0 -51,7 0.72 2.74 -157.7 1.38 -1.74 -21.3
7309.01 1°01 C._O -21.9 _.73 0.25 -Ig8.1 i.'39"---i-43-----_I-'7
7310._1 1.00 -0,_0 7.3 _.73 -2.32 -63.6 1.41 -0.99 16.8
7311._1 0.99 -0.00 38.1 _.73 -3.39 -11.6 1.44 -0.44 35.3

























• JUEIAfl CALENDAR * JUt]AN £_.LENDAR
• BATE DATE * DATE DATE m
m 246-1200.5 7109;06 . 244-1550.5 7208.21 m
• 246.-1 210.5 7109;16 * 244-156_. 5 7208.31 *
Q 246.-11220° 5 7109,_26 * 244-1570.5 7209.10 *
- 246.-1230.5 7110,06 * 26.6-1580.5 7209.20 *
e 244-1240.5 71 10_16 * 244-159_1.5 7209.30 •
t 244-1250.5 7110,,26 * 244-1600.5 7210.10 *
* 246.-1260.5 7111.05 * 246-1610.5 7210.20 *
246.-1270.5 7t11.15 * 264-1620.5 721_.30 *
e 246-1280.5 7111.25 * 264,-1630.5 7211.09 .
244,-1290.5 7112.05 * 246-1640.5 7211.19 .
• 24_-1300.5 7112.15 * 264,-1650.5 7211.29 •
,u 244-1310.5 7112.25 * 244,-1660.5 7212.09 *
244-1320.5 7201,_6. * 246.- 167U. 5 7212.19 *
• 246,-1330.5 7201.14', • 246.- 1680.5 7212.29 •
• 266.-1360.5 7201a24 • 24,6-1690.5 7301.08 *
t 244,-1350.5 7202.03 * 246.-1700o5 7301.18 *
* 244,-1 _60.5 7202,13 • 244,-1710.5 7301.28 *
= 24,4--1370.5 7202,23 * 246-1720.5 7302.07 •
* 244,-1380.5 7203.06 • 24,6-1730.5 7302.17 •
t 266-1390.5 7203.14 • 24,_-1740.5 7302.27 •
• 266-1400.5 7203a26. * 24_-1750.5 7303.09 *
e 264,-1610.5 7204.03 • 244-1760.5 7303.19 *
• 266.-1620.5 7204,;13 * 244,-1770.5 7303.29 .
u 24,6.-1630.5 7204;23 • 244-1780o5 7304,.08 •
* 244-164,0°5 7205;03 • 246.-1790.5 7304.18 m
266.-1650.5 7205a13 • 246.-180_.5 7304,.28
* 246,-14,60.5 7205a23 * 246--1810.5 7305.08 *
* 246-1670.5 7206.*02 • 24,6-1820.5 7305.18 *
* 246.-1680o5 7206;12 * 244-1830.5 7305.28 *
m 244-1690.5 7206_22 * 244-1840.5 7306.07 •
• 246-1500.5 7207;02 • 24,4-1850.5 7306.17 .
e 24,4-1510.5 7207;12 * 24,6-1860,, 5 7306.27 *
• 26.6.-1520,,5 7207;22 • 246-1870,, 5 7307.07 *
• 246.-1530.5 7208_01 • 244-1880.5 7307.17 =
246.-154,0.5 7208a11 * 24,6-1890.5 7307.27
1-16
I
MARS *VENUS *EARTH wTR|Pe MARS ASYMPTOTE _ MARS-VENUS HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFEROEPART* PASS *ARRIVEeT[RE* SPEEO OECL R A VELM PTHM [NCL ECC SMA PER|H LAN APF THETH THETVe
TR-DAI568
4-;220 4-1384 4-1460 240. 7.17 0.1 101.3 19.5 5.5 1.87 0.415 0.985 0.576 48.4 126.0 172.2
6-1220 4-1390 4-1470 250. 6.60 1.5 99.1 20.0 4.2 2.13 0.382 1,006 0,621 37.2 136.3 173.1
4-1220 4-1398 4-1480 260. 6.18 3.9 96.8 20.4 3.3 2.61 0.356 1.024 0.659 25.7 146.9 174.0
4-1220 4-14_7 4r1490 2?0. 5.89 9.4 94.4 20.7 2.4 3.88 0.334 1.040 0.693 11.6 159.8 175.1
4-1220 4-1414 4-1490 270. 6.13 21.2 93.1 20.9 2.0 ?.16 0.323 1.048 6.710 359.8 171.0 17_.7
6-12_0 4-1430 4-1490 270. 6.73 -30.6 93.7 21.0 2*2 8.76 0.317 1.053 0.719 155.9 15.6 175.2
4-1220 4-1444 4-1500 280. 5.90 -12.2 98.7 20.8 3.6 3,07 0.328 1.047 0.703 134.2 39,8 172.6
6-1220 4-1462 4-1510 290. 6.52 -5.4 109,3 20.5 7.2 1.86 0.364 1.030 ¢.654
6-1220 4-1470 4-1520 300. 7.05 -3.7 114.3 20.3 9.4 1.71 0.387 1.021 0.626
4-1220 4-1476 4-1530 310. 7.64 -2.6 118.6 20.2 11.7 1.65 0.411 1.014 0.597
4-1220 4-1443 4-1580 360. 5.89 -12.7 98.1 20.8 3.4 3.18 0.327
6-1220 4-1448 4-1590 370. 5.95 -10.3 100.5 20,8 4.1 2.65 0.333
6-1220 4-1452 4-1600 380. 6.06
4-1220 4-1348 4-1610 390. 13.41
4-1220 4-1456 6-1610 390. 6.21
4-1220 4-1357 4-1620 400. 11.19
4-1230 4-1385 4-1460 230. 7.06
6-1230 4-1392 4-1470 240.
6-1230 4-1399 4-1480 250.
6-1230 4-1407 4-1490 260.
4-1230 4-141E 4-1490 260.
6-1230 4-1445 4-1500 270.
6-1230 4-1460 4-1510 280.
6-1230 4-1467 4-1520 290.
6-1230 4-1472 4-1530 300,
6-1230 4-1478 4-1540 310.
4-123C 4-1485 6-1550 320.
6-1230 4-1406 4-1560 330.
6-1230 4-1411 6-1570 340.
6-1230 4-1419 4-1580 350.
4-1230 4-1422 4-1580 350.
4-1230 4-1443 4-1580 350.
4-1230 4-1448 4-1590 360.
6-1230 4-1452 4-1600 370.
4-1230 4-1346 4-1610 380.
6-1230 4-1456 4-1610 380.
4-1230 6-1356 4-1620 390.
6-1230 4-1366 6-1630 400.
6-1240 4-1386 4-1460 220.
4-1240 4-1393 4-1470 230.
6-1240 4-140C 6-1480 Z40.
• VENUS
SPE_O
_-1200 4-1374 4-1450 250. 8.39 -1.2 116.6 19.4 11.0 1.79 0.451 0.976 0.535 65.7 102.2 166.0 280,0 14,96
4-120_ 4-1381 4-1460 260. 7.66 -0.4 115.6 19.9 9.4 1.82 C,41S 0.997 C.384 53.8 113.9 166.2 290.8 12.86
6-1200 4-1388 4-1470 270. 7.07 1*G 114.5 20.3 8.1 1.97 0.384 1._16 0.626 39.5 127,8 166.6 302,0 10.94
_-1200 6-1395 4-1480 2EO* 6.60 3.6 113.0 20.6 7.0 Z.41 0.359 1._32 0.662 21.8 145,C 167.2 314.2 9.17
4-1200 4-1421 4-1490 290. 7.04 -29.3 109.8 21.1 S.5 9.16 0,320 1.058 0,720 142.7 23.2 168.1 358.6 7.54
4-1200 4-1469 4-1510 310. 8.32 -3.1 127.5 20.5 14.1 1.97 0.413 1.029 0.604 88.6 87.4 157.9 424.6 12.21
4-1200 4-1478 4-1520 320. 9.61 -1.8 131.? 20.3 18.1 1.84 0.459 1.020 G.551 77.? 100,7 155,5 436,5 14.80
4-1200 4-1401 6-1550 350. 6.35 8.0 111.8 20.8 6.3 3.41 0.342 1.042 0.686 5.5 160.7 167.6 324.9 8.01
4-1ZOO 4-142_ 4-1550 3_0. 7.81 -35.7 109.0 21.1 5.5 12.20 C.32C 1.058 C.719 145.6 20.3 168.2 355.9 9.13
6-1200 4-1424 4-1550 3S0. 6.56 -23.1 110.4 21.1 5.6 6.81 G.320 1.058 0.72_ 138.7 27.3 167.9 362.6 6.49
6-1200 4-1406 4-1S60 360. 6.41 16.2 110.9 20.9 5.9 5.69 0.332 1.049 0o701 352.2 173.7 168.0 334.0 7.78
6-1200 4-1413 4-1560 360. 10.53 46.1 106.9 21.0 5.6 21.78 0.324 1.¢55 0.712 338.4 187.1 168.1 344.1 15.77
6-1200 4-1432 4-1560 360. 6.22 -13.8 112.5 21.1 6.1 4.03 0.324 1.057 0.715 127.6 39.5 166.9 374.9 5.96
4-1200 4-1438 4-1570 370. 6,27 -10.9 114.0 21.0 6.7 3.32 G.329 1,055 0.708 121.3 46,6 166.1 382.S 6.36
4-1200 4-1442 4-1580 380. 6.39 -9.1 115.5 21.0 7.3 2.83 0.336 1.052 0.699 116.3 52, S 165.1 389.0 6,92
6-1200 4-1446 4-1590 390. 6,56 -?.7 117.2 20.9 8.0 2.67 0.343 1.049 0.689 111.7 58.1 164.1 395.0 7.56
6-'1210 4-1376 4-1450 240. B.11 -1.0 110,5 19.1 9,1 1.74 0.453 0.967 0.529 62.6 I09.C 168.7 278.6 15.13
4-1210 4-1382 4-1460 250. 7.38 -0,1 109.1 19.7 7.6 1.83 0.414 0.990 0.580 50.7 120.6 169.0 289.7 12.97
6-1_[0 4-1389 4-1470 260. 6.80 1.3 107.4 20.1 6.3 2.05 0.383 1._10 0.623 37.9 132.8 169.6 301.1 11.02
6-1210 4-1386 4-1480 270. 6.35 3.8 105.5 20.5 5.3 2.52 0.357 1.027 0.660 23.5 146.3 170.4 313.5 9.21
6-1210 4-1406 4-1490 280. 6.06 11.2 103.4 20.8 4.3 4.29 0.333 1.043 0.695 4.0 164.9 171.3 330.3 7.56
4-1210 4-1410 4-1490 280. 6.16 17.1 1C2.8 20.9 4.1 5.90 0.328 1,047 0°704 357.3 171.4 171,5 336.2 7.56
4-1210 4-1426 4-1490 280. 6.85 -30.2 1_2.2 21.0 3.9 8.95 3,318 1.055 _.72_ 149.2 19.7 171.5 362.6 7.60
6-_ZLO 4-1451 4-1500 290. 6.33 -7.7 111.2 20.8 6.8 2.42 G.344 1.043 0.684 114.8 58.8 166.8 397,8 7.85
4-1210 4-1473 4-1520 310. 8.07 -2.7 123,8 20.3 13.3 1.78 0.41S 1.020 0.597 84,7 95.9 159.7 426.9 12,53
4-1210 4-1481 4-1530 320. 9.13 -1.6 128.1 20.2 16.8 1.73 0.454 1.012 0.552 ?3.4 1_9.5 157.3 436.6 14.66
6-1210 4-1401 4-1550 340. 6.13 6.7 104.3 20.7 4.? 3.17 0.343 1.036 ¢.681 13.3 156.1 170.9 322.3 8.18
4-1210 4-1406 4-1560 350. 6.06 11.2 1_3.4 20.8 4.3 4.29 _.333 1.043 0.695 4.0 164.9 171,3 330.3 7.56
6-1210 4-1432 4-1560 350. 6.12 -19.0 103.6 21.0 4.2 5.09 _.320 1.054 C.717 140.5 29.0 170.9 371.3 6.17
4-1210 4-1438 4-1S70 360. 6.02 -13.3 1_5.7 21.0 4.9 3.59 0.325 1.052 _.71_ 131.5 39._ 169.8 380.4
4-1210 4-1443 4-1580 370. 6.08 -10.7 107.6 20.9 5.5 2.99 0.331 1.049 ¢.702 124.9 46.6 168.7 387,2 6.75
4-1210 4-1447 4-1590 360. 6.20 -8.9 109.5 20.9 6.1 2.63 _.338 1.046 0.693 119.2 $3.4 167.7 393.2 7.33
4-1210 4-1451 4-1600 390. 6.36 -7.5 111.5 20.8 6.9 2.38 0.346 1._42 0.682 113.8 59.9 166.5 388.? 7.97
6-1210 4-1349 4-1610 400. 12.84 -2.0 111.7 15.4 18.7 2.03 0.678 0.848 0.273 102.1 67.7 170.5 237.2 25.92








104.4 75.1 167.0 410*4 9*53
92.1 90.1 166.4 419.4 lhOl
81.7 102.8 162.1 427*0 12.44
4-1220 4-1483 4-1540 320, 8.54 -1.5 123.4 20.0 14.9 1.66 0.445 h006 0.556 69.7 117.2 159.7 435*8 14.32
6-1220 4-1406 4-1560 340* 5.90 9.1 94*5 20.7 2.5 3.79 0.335 1.039 C.691 12.3 159.2 175.1 327*9 7*60
6-1220 4-1411 6-1570 350. 5*94 15.5 93,5 20*8 2.1 5.47 0*326 1.066 0.705 4.0 166.9 175.5 337.0 7*22
6-1220 4-1438 4-1570 3§0* 5*94 -17.1 85.9 20.9 2*8 4*28 0.321 1.050 _.713 144.1 28*5 174.1 377,9 6*37
1.047 _.705 135.5 38.2 172.9 38§.5 6,67
1.044 0.696 128.3 46.6 171.T 39h5 7.17
-8.5 102.8 20.7 4.9 2.32 _.341 1.C40 U.686 121.6 54.6 170.4 397.1 7*T_
-1.9 106.2 14.2 17.0 1.96 0.717 0.822 0.232 1¢9.6 64.1 172.9 231,3 27.70
-7.1 105.3 20.6 5.7 2.09 0.349 1.036 0.675 114.8 62.7 169.1 402,4 8.41
-1.9 106.7 16.2 13.1 1.72 0.620 0.869 0.331 93.6 81.4 171*1 Z_.4 Z_*Z_
0.3 92.8 19.4 3.0 1.91 0.416 0.982 0.573 46.6 130.6 175.7 288.0 13.21
6.52 1.7 89.9 19.9 1,9 2.21 0.383 1.004 0.620 37,1 138.8 176.9 300.1 11.13
6.13 3.9 86.9 20.3 1.0 2.68 0.357 1*023 0,658 28.1 146.6 178.2 312.8 9.26
5.88 8.2 84.1 20.6 0*2 3.68 0.335 1.039 G.691 17.7 155.6 179.6 327.8 7.55
6.26 23*5 82.7 20*9 -0.1 8.05 G.320 1.051 0.715 3.9 168.6 180*_ _96*6 _*_1
5.87 -14.2 88.4 20.8 1.4 3.34 0.327 1.047 0.704 145.4 30.5 277.1 385*8 6.81
6.12 -6.7 98.2 20.5 4.3 1.82 0.353 1._31 0.668 115.1 6_.9 l_Z*O 40_.6 U.81
6*42 -4.8 1C3.4 20.3 6.1 1.62 0.37C 1.C23 ¢.645 100.6 83.0 169.4 413.9 10.03
6.75 -3.6 107.4 20,2 7.7 1.55 0.386 1.017 0.624 89.8 95.7 167.4 420.1 11.06
7.21 -2.5 112.0 20.0 9.7 1.§5 0.406 1.010 0.600 78.9 10U.9 165.1 _ZO.O IZ._
7.99 -1.3 117.6 19.8 12.8 1.61 0.437 1.001 0.563 66.1 124.5 162.4 435.0 14.00
5.89 7.6 84.3 20.6 0.3 3.54 0.337 1.038 0.688 18.7 154.7 I79.5 326.3 _.b9
S.86 11.5 83*4 20.7 0.0 4.51 0.328 1.045 0*702 12.9 160.1 179.9 334.5 7.07
6.32 24.4 82*7 20.9 -0.1 8.36 0.32U 1.051 0.715 3.5 169.C 180.3 347.1 7.63
7*92 39.1 83.3 Z0.9 -0.1 14.93 0.318 1.053 0.718 3_B*T 1_3._ I_U*_ _.0 10._U
5.90 -15.6 87.6 20.8 1.2 3*70 0,32S 1.048 0.707 148.3 27,1 177.5 383.5 6.72
5.90 -9.? 92*5 20.6 2.6 2*32 0*337 1.040 G*689 131.3 46.7 174.9 395.7 7.62
14.15 -1.9 100.1 12.9 14.2 1.92 0*759 0.797 0.192 119.7 57.9 175.4 225.4 29.63
t1.72 -1.q 100.5 15.1 10.7 1.61 0.657 0.845 0*290 99.8 70.9 174.3 239.4 24.96
7.10 0.5 83.1 19.3 0*2 1.96 0.418 0*982 G.571 45*5 134.0 179,8 287.6 13.32





























































|NCL R C A DECL R A *VELE
170,50 7741,9 7,8 75,5 34,1
173,82 13530,6 -3,6 72,3 32,9
150,64 22700,8 -28,9 69,5 31,8
113,61 25157,9 -65,8 7h7 30,9
70.14 7561.8 54.1 151,3 32,2
139*18 55766.1 -40,2 277.6 28.9
162.44 11797.4 -16.6 269*6 25.6
88.56 8175.8 47*5 322,1 26*9
87.5A 22231*3 -20.0 275.4 27.1
87,52 24284,2 -35,1 262,6 27,1
87.37 13346.3 38.7 311.0 27.0
VENUS-EARTH HELIOCENTRIC TRANSEEP. * EARTH ASYMPTOTE *
PTHE ]NCL ECC SRA PER/H LAN APF THETV THETE*SPEED OECL R A
31,1 1,16 0*588 1,501 0,619 52,3 87*3 308*3 452*7 17,27 -20,0 228*6
28,4 2,15 0,517 1,321 0,637 62,0 85,0
25,6 3,01 0,454 1,201 0,655 71,5 82,3
22,9 3,71 0,399 1,119 0,673 81,1 79,3
23.3 3.53 0.430 1.248 0.711 90.7 90.0
23.0 1.22 0.393 0.974 0.591 109.7 61.0
311,7 455,0 15,35 -24,1 236,9
315,6 457,7 13,58 -28,0 245,5
320*7 460.7 12.04 -31.5 256*3
20,0 0,13 0,A15 0,813 0,476 119,4 35,4
2,6 9*50 0,181 0,861 0,705 328*0 191,7
3*8 14,26 0,175 0,871 0.719 148,0 18,5
4,0 9,62 0,175 0,872 0,720 148,0 19,6
1,0 9,92 0,174 0,861 0,711 337,7 18A,9
83,65 12787,8 5,5 294,6 27,0 1,6 23,68 0,172 0*864 0,715 337,7 187,6
90,89 16632,1 -66,9 265,9 27,1 2,1 7,94 0,171 0,865 0,717 157,7 10,2
92,60 12252,7 -50*3 236,9 27,0 G*2 7.88 0,171 0,860 0,713 167,4 0*9
343.7 450.0 12,76 -31.6 271.8
69,8 719,0 11069 -2601 276,9
10001 144,3 10,33 -23,7 268,6
331.2 528.3 3.55 29.7 267*3
355.3 521.5 7.71 -83.2 278.4
1,2 160,6 5*75 -74*8 287*9
337,2 535,1 5,58 33*0 266,2
344*3 532.4 11090 42,4 265*0
14,3 169,8 6,82 *74*0 280*3
22,4 179,1 4*69 -75,7 26S.7
93*07 9307.8 -52.2 229*3 27.1 -1.6 8.15 0.173 0.858 0.709 177.1 352.6
92,99 7196,4 -53,4 222,5 27,1 -3,2 8,61 0,178 0,857 0,705 186,9 345,1
172,21 6874,2 5,7 75,6 34,5 31,5 1,32 0,603 h566 0,621 52,3 88,5
173,25 11768,5 -4,6 72*1 33,2 28*7 2,24 0,530 1,360 0,660 62*0 86*3
153,A2 _9691,2 -26,1 69,0 32,0 26,0 3,04 0,464 1,227 0,657 71,5 83*6
28.3 187.4 4.80 -76*0 250,5
33.0 194.9 5,12 -74.7 241.5
309,3 451,5 17,64 -20,4 22900
312.8 453.7 15,66 -24.4 237*6
316*7 456.4 13*85 -28.1 246*3
-11,8 334,2 119,75 24266,7 -59,7 69,0 31,1 23,3 3,69 0,407 1,136 0,6?4 8hl 80,6
-25,0 318,? 91,03 15626,6 -80,6 232,2 30,5 21,0 6,02 0,363 h088 0,693 90,7 78,7
-35,2 312,2 86,94 10688,3 -74,9 145,7 30,9 21,5 3,89 0,376 1,119 0.697 90,7 81,4
52,2 266,4 69,94 7135,3 53,5 144,2 32.7 23,9 3,43 0,453 1,308 0,715 90,7 92,8
70,7 2|5,_ 13,05 26791,6 9,0 133,0 32,0 23,3 2,58 0,626 1,231 0,707 100,2 88,7
5,0 192,9 163,10 17189,5 -15,5 275,0 26,4 17,9 0,67 0,363 0,845 0,538 119,3 39,9
4,2 187,3 166,06 8661,2 -12,5 267,5 24,0 13,7 0.24 0,409 0,756 0,447 308,8 201,6
321,8 459,4 12,26 -31,4 255,1
330,0 461,3 11,03 -33,8 265,2
332,9 458,6 11,41 -33,2 266,8
367,q 647,2 13,27 -31,1 273,6
22,3 91,3 12,60 -29,0 282,1
88,3 140,1 9,27 -25,2 272,5
109,1 158,4 8,44 -22,6 262,3
-16,9 326,7 89,86 689A,9 48,6 326,5 26,9 2,6 9,82 0.181 0,861 0,706 328,0 191,9
-25,0 318,7 89,58 10365,1 44,2 318,1 26,9 1,0 9,48 0,175 0,860 0,710 337,7 184,7
32,5 250,5 95,45 21138,7 -40,8 255,7 27,1 2,1 8,38 0,171 0,066 0,718 157,7 10,1
21,1 236,1 95,21 15095,8 -48,G 243,9 27,0 0,2 7,70 0,171 0,860 _,713 167,4 0,9
15,8 226,8 95,31 11350,8 -51,0 234.9 27,0 -1,6 7,T4 0,176 0,857 0,708 177,1 352,5
12,6 219,8 94,78 8737,5 -52,9 227,2 27,1 -3,2 8,C6 0,178 0,857 0,704 186,9 345,1
10,4 214,1 93,79 6761,9 -53,9 220,0 27,2 -4,6 8,63 0,183 C,857 G,700 196,8 338,7
-1,9 16.1 87.06 8561,4 84.3 345.0 27*0 -41.2 4.78 0.672 0.844 0.277 206*7 322.8
331,5 528,1 5,68 30,4 267*3
336,7 535,3 5,39 32,1 266.0
13,1 169,9 5.00 -75*3 280*3
22,9 179,1 4.62 -73,1 265.8
29,3 187,5 4,63 -74.7 251,1
34,0 194.9 4.90 -73.0 26Z,5
37.2 201.3 5.33 -72.1 243*2
237.6 577.2 19.87 -24.0 232*2
-4.3 356.6 173.33 6163.8 4.2 75.7 34.8 31.8 1.45 0.619 1.637 0.623 52,3 89.8
-5*6 350,6 175,01 10455*0 -5,0 72,1 33,4 29*0 2,32 0,542 1,401 0,661 62,0 87,5
-7.7 3A3.5 155.56 17645.7 -23.9 68.7 32.3 26.2 3.07 0*474 1.252 0.659 71.5 84.8
-11,A 334,6 125,01 23425,8 -54,5 66,9 31,3 23,5 3*67 0,414 1,153 0,676 81,1 81,7
-21,1 320,5 95,69 18591,1 -80,6 102,3 30,5 21, 0 6,C0 0,365 1,092 0,694 90,7 79,1
-41,8 305,1 85,74 8622,7 -71,2 141,6 31,4 22,2 3,74 0,396 i*164 0,?0_ 90'7 _4,9
52,_ 258,1 69,57 6722*8 53,1 137,1 33*2 24,5 3,33 0,678 1,376 0,718 90,7 95,2
18,9 227,6 28,71 26927,0 24,6 142,8 31,7 22,1 2,86 0,402 h199 0.718 100,2 88.4
8,0 204,1 157,95286069*2 -20*0 288*4 29*3 20*6 1,75 0,353 1,003 0,649 109.7 67*2
6°3 197,6 164,98 22930,6 -12,8 280,0 26.9 16,7 1,42 0,332 0,867 0,$79 119,3 43,5
310,3 450,2 18,01 -20,7 229*6
313,7 452,5 15,96 -24,6 238*2
517,7 455.2 16,09 -28,1 246*9
322*8 458,3 12,45 -31,3 255.7
330,4 460,9 11,09 -33,7 265*5
337*0 455,1 11,93 -_2;_68,_
352,1 444,8 13,81 *30*7 276*$
12,0 91,6 11,99 -30,0 282*0
53,0 112,8 10,61 -27,6 280*8
78,9 136,5 8,68 -26,4 275,6
5,3 192,8 166,17 12195,1 -11,8 273,1 25,0 12,3 0,35 0,351 0,789 0.512 128,8 24,9
6_5 |87,7 _67,26 7928*3 -10o9 267,0 23,3 7,8 0,45 0,401 0,734 0*440 318,4 192,0
-20,5 321,2 90,86 8667,8 66,3 322,4 26,9 1*0 9,58 0,175 0,861 0,710 337,7 184,7
-32,1 310,9 90*27 13865,7 39,7 311,3 27,0 -0,4 9,66 0,170 0.861 0,714 347,4 177,9
28,4 239,7 97,61 18523,3 -63,2 231,0 27,0 0,2 7,88 0,171 0,860 0*723 167,4 0,9
19,8 228*9 97,53 13578*9 -48,9 240,4 27,0 -1,6 7,54 0,174 0*857 0,708 177,1 352,5
15,3 221,6 96,49 10549*2 -51,8 231,7 27,1 -3,1 7,71 0,179 0,856 0,703 186,9 345,3
12.4 215.7 95.26 8001.0 -53.5 224.0 27.2 -4.6 8.13 0.184 0,857 0.699 196.8 338.7
-1,9 19,1 96,77 7612,9 81,6 7_,0 27*0 -44,2 5,62 0,709 0,844 6,246 206*T 324,7
10*3 210,7 93,86 6190,1 -54,3 216,8 27,4 -5,9 8.76 0,189 0,859 0*696 206*7 333,1
-2*4 12,2 79,12 14033,9 78,2 304,9 27,3 -36,9 2*35 0,616 0,851 0,327 216,¥ 319,5
-5,6 351,0 172,88 9500,5 -5,2 72,1 33,7 29,3 2,39 0,555 1,444 0,643 62,0 88,6
-7*6 343*8 157,36 16140,6 -22,1 68,2 32,5 26,5 3-*09 0,48_L,277 0,661 71,5 85,9
-10*9 334,8 129,19 22857,7 -50,4 65*3 31,4 23,7 3,65 0,420 1,168 0,678 81,1 82,7
-18,7 322*2 99*45 208A3,4 -78,5 83*3 30,6 21,2 3,98 0,367 1,098 0,695 90*7 79*6
-46.1 297*3 84,13 7512,4 -68*5 138,6 31,8 22,8 3,62 0,415 1,210 0,708 90*7 87,9
22*q 228*5 39*85 26560,9 35*3 137,0 32,7 22,2 2,83 0,606 1,203 0,717 100,2 88,5
10,1 207.g 151,A023767h8 26,8 300,7 29,5 20,1 1,90 0,344 h01Z 0,663 109,7 69,0
7,8 201,5 167,81 27889,g -8,4 284,4 27,2 16,1 1,25 0,314 0.882 0,605 119,3 46,0
6.6 197,2 166,97 15467,3 -10,0 277,2 23,6 11,6 0,71 0,318 0,811 0,553 128,8 27,6
5,7 103.1 167,04 10829,6 -10,5 272,3 24.3 7,2 0,13 0,3_5 Q*766 0,502 138,5 14,1
4*B 188,2 167,78 7913,3 -10,2 267*Z 23,1 2*9 0*60 0*393 0,728 0.442 328*0 184,5
-17,6 322*8 91,$9 7550*4 47,5 325,1 27*0 1,0 8,76 0,174 0,861 0,710 337*7 184,8
-24*g 313,7 91,57 11400*8 A3,8 315,9 27,0 -_,5 9*38 0,171 0,861 0,714 347*4 177,7
-6?*6 296*6 90*02 19622*3 .29,6 296*6 27*2 -1,7 11,22 0,167 0*863 0,718 357,1 171,6
-68*5 289*4 09*03 18233*4 14,1 286*7 27.2 -1,5 16,90 0,166 0.06_ 0*719 _DT*I 1_Z*_
23,6 231,4 99*68 16141*2 --45,1 246*0 27*0 -1,6 7.65 0,174 0*857 0*708 177,1 352*5
18,7 223*3 98*28 12022*0 --49.9 236,1 27*1 -3*Z 7*56 0,179 G,856 U*_3 1_0,9 3_5*Z
14,7 217,1 96*68 9227*0 -52,5 227*6 27,2 -4*6 7*83 0,184 0*857 0*699 196,8 338*7
-1*g 22*0 105.65 6590.2 73.6 94*3 27*0 -47.5 6.64 0*747 0.844 0.213 206.7 326*9
12*0 212.1 94.98 7156*B --53.9 ZZO.O ZT*4 -D.9 U,J3 0*190 U._9 U.bO _Uo.r _*L
-2*3 15,2 91,47 12560,6 85.4 33,9 27,3 -39*8 2,94 0,653 0,851 0,295 216,7 321,2
_.0 7*3 53*88 26611*6 53.6 283*5 ZT*5 "32.Z 0*21 0.549 O*U_U O*JU/ _*( 3_O*L
-S,6 351,2 172,91 8792*8 -5,3 71,8 34,0 29*6 2,44 0,586 1,484 0,645 62*0 89*6
-7,4 343,8 158,78 15238*4 -20*7 67*5 32*7 26,7 3,11 0,490 1,300 0,663 71,5 86,8
-10,5 33_,7 132*30 ZZ_84,8 -47,3 64*Z 31,b Z_,9 3,63 U*q_o 1,102 _*O_Y 01*i U_*O
97,7 155,1 7*60 -24*6 266*T
112,3 168,0 7.22 -21.4 256,2
336,8 $35,3 5,63 32,3 266.1
342,6 5_2,1 5,41 33,7 264,9
22,4 179,1 4.69 -75,7 265*7
29,8 187,5 4,56 -74,0 ZEA.4
34,5 194,7 4,76 -72,0 246,0
38,_ 201,3 5,A6 -70,6 2_3,8
233,7 575,3 21,29 -24,4 233,2
40*3 206,9 5,62 -70*2 247*9
Z_*Z 580*5 IT*95 -Z_,r Zq_*3
314,6 451,4 16,25 -24,8 238,8
318,7 454,1 14,31 *ZO,Z Z_*_
323.7 457.3 12.62 -31.2 256*3
330*9 460*4 11,16 -33*6 265*8
12,9 91,5 12,06 -29,9 282,0
_Te_ 1_1,0 10._9 --25*1 ZOA*_
72,1 134,0 8,35 --27,2 277*7
89*2 152,4 6*87 -26.0 270,1
113,0 175,5 6*53 -20*0 250,6
3_7.0 535.Z 5.51 _Z*_ Z66*A
342*2 542*3 5*29 33,1 264*7
350.8 548.4 6.09 36.9 264*6
29,5 187,5 4,60 -74,4 251,3
38,5 201,3 5,03 -69,5 244,1
229.5 573.1 22.83 -24*9 236*3
240,2 578.8 19,31 -24,2 242,1
315,S 450,4 16oS1 -24,9 239,3




MARS -VENUS -EARTH .TRIPe MARS ASYMPTOTE _ NARS-VENUS HELIOCENTR|C TRANSFER • VENUSDEPART- PASS •ARRIVE•T[NEe SPEED DECL R A VELM PTHM [NCL ECC SMA PER]H LAN APF THETH THETVe SPEEO
4--1260 4-[408 4-1490 250, 6,05 7,2 73*3 20*6 -2,3 3,58 0*337 [,043 0,691 2205 152,2 184,5 327,8 T.54
6-1240 6-[422 4-1690 250, 6,53 24,6 72,0 20,9 -2,5 8,78 0,320 1,057 0,718 8,4 165,2 185,4 351,9 7,54
4-[240 4-1446 4-1500 260, 6,02 -15,3 78,3 20,7 -O,T _,_3 0,329 [,048 0,703 155,5 22,2 181,5 386,9 7,08
4-1240 4-1459 6-1510 270, 5,99 -7,8 86,3 20,4 1,3 1.80 0,347 1,034 0,675 127,3 54,7 177,Z 402*7 8,46
6-1240 4-146S 6-1520 280, 6,13 -5,8 91,4 20,2 3*0 1,53 0,360 1,026 0,656 110,7 73,8 174.7 6_9,9 9,42
6-1240 4-1470 4-1530 290, 6*30 -4,5 95,5 20,1 4,3 1,64 0,372 1,020 0,641 98,2 88,4 172,7 415,4 10,24
6-1260 4-1474 4-1540 300, 6053 -3,4 99,6 20,0 5,7 1,42 0,38S [,014 0,623 86,8 101,7 170,7 620,6 11,09
6-1260 4-[480 6-1550 310, 6,90 -2,3 106,5 19.8 T,T 1,47 _,603 1,006 _,600 74,9 115,9 168,4 426,7 12,21
6-1240 4-1407 4-1S60 320, 6,08 6,6 73,8 20,5 -2*2 3,39 0*340 1,040 0,686 23*9 151,0 184,2 325,1 7*81






6-1240 4-1411 4-1570 330, 6,02 9,1 72,6 20,7 -2,4 4,07 0,332 1,047 O,TO0 19,6 154,7 184,9 333,2 7,08
6-1260 6-1417 6-1580 340, 6,07 14,0 71,7 20,8 -2,6 5,44 0,325 1,053 0,711 14,3 159,6 185,4 342,6 6,67
6-1260 6-1441 6-1580 360, 6,30 -21,8 76,1 20,8 -1,6 5,48 0,324 1,052 0,711 166,2 12,1 182.9 380,3 7,21
4-1240 4-1448 4-1590 350, 5099 -14,2 79,0 20,7 -0,6 3,26 0,330 1*047 0,701 153.2 26,9 18[,2 388*5 7,15
6--1240 6-1452 4-1600 360* S,94 -11,0 81,7 20,6 0,2 2,43 0,336 1,042 0.691 163,5 36,1 179,7 394,4 7,57
6-1240 4-1456 4-1610 370, 5,96 -8,9 84,5 20,5 1,0 1,g8 0,343 1,037 0,681 133,5 67,5 178,2 399*7 8,11
6-1260 4-1365 4-1630 390, 10,10 -1,6 92,2 16,3 4,6 [,43 0,588 0,879 0*362 82,2 100,2 176,8 249,8 21,85
6-1240 4-1377 4-1640 400, 8,11 -0,8 87,8 18,2 1,9 1,65 0,681 0,961 0,489 58,7 122,6 178,U 270,6 16,72
6-1250 6-1387 4-1460 210, 7,36 0,6 72,7 19.2 -3,1 2,02 0,421 0,986 0,571 46,9 136,2 186,3 287,6 13,41
6-1250 6-1394 4-1470 220, 6,91 1,8 68,9 19,8 -6,0 2,34 0,388 1,01[ 0,619 38,6 140*5 186,3 300,2 11,2S
6-1250 4-1401 4-1480 230, 6,62 3,5 65,4 20,3 -4,6 2,78 0*362 1,033 0,660 32,9 [44,3 188,2 313,5 9,29
6-1250 4-1609 4-1490 240, 6,45 6,1 62,5 20,6 -5,1 3,48 0,362 1,050 _,691 27,0 148,4 190,0 327*8 7.58
6-1250 4-1426 4-1490 240, 6,98 24o4 61,6 20,9 -5,2 9,37 0,324 1,065 0,720 13,2 161,1 191,0 357,7 7,60
4-1250 4-1669 4-1500 250* 6,36 -15,7 68,5 20,6 -3,1 3,68 0,334 1,0510,TO0 165,1 16,2 186,2 389,1 7,48
6-1250 4-1459 4-1510 260, 6,16 -8,8 74,8 20,4 -1,3 1,83 0.347 1,03B 0,678 140,9 42,1 182,4 401,1 8,36
6-1250 4-1464 4-1520 270, 6,16 -6*5 79,3 20,2 0,0 1,43 0,357 1,030 0,662 121,6 63,9_80*0 407,9 9,19
6-1250 4-1469 4-1530 280, 6,22 -5,2 83,1 20,1 1,1 1,31 0,366 1,024 0,669 [OT,O 80,4 178*1 412,7 9086
6-1250 4-[4726-1540 290, 6e30 -4,2 86,8 19,9 2,2 1,28 0,375 1,018 0,636 94.8 94,4 176,3 416,7 10,67
6-1250 6-1677 4-1550 300, 6.46 -3,1 91,4 19,8 3,7 1,32 0,387 1,011 0,620 81,7 109,6 174,1 421*T 11,28
6-1250 4-1407 4-1560 310, 6,48 5.4 63,1 20,5 -5,0 3,29 0,346 [,C47 0,685 28,3 147,4 189,6 326,6 7,92
6-1250 4-1482 4-1560 310, 6,76 -2,0 97,3 19,6 5.8 1,44 0,406 [,002 _,596 68,6 12S,4 [71,4 428,0 12,41
6-1250 6-1411 4-1570 320, 6,42 7,3 61,8 20,7 -5,2 3,82 0,337 1,054 0,699 25,0 149,9 190,4 332,7 7,12





6-1250 4-1616 6-1580 330, 6,61 10,3 61,0 20,8 -5,3 4,68 0,330 1,060 0,710 21,3 153,1 191,0 34[,4 6,_5
6-1250 6-1624 4-1590 340, 6,65 18,8 6hl 20,9 -5,3 T*36 0,325 1,065 0,719 15,4 158,8 191,2 353*T 6,80
6-[250 6-14S3 6-1590 340, 15,09 51,1 72,5 20,9 -6,T 35,73 0,324 1.064 0,720 7.2 167,8 190,0 366,6 23,05
6-1250 4-1447 4-[590 340, 6,46 -18,2 67,S 20*7 -3,4 6,48 0,332 1,053 0,703 168.8 9,8 186,9 386,5 7,50
6-1250 6-1452 6-1600350, 6,23 -12,7 70,_ 20,5 -2,5 2,80 0,338 1,047 0,693 138,2 22,3 185,0 393_2 7,66
4-1250 4-1486 4-1610 360, 6,15 -9,8 73*3 20,4 -1,7 2,07 0,346 1,041 0,683 167,0 3S'1 [83,3 398,6 8,10
6-1250 4-1461 6-1620 370, 6,14 -7,8 76,5 20,3 -0,8 1,66 0,351 1,035 0*672 134,1 49,8 1B[,S 603,7 8,65
6-1250 4-1375 4-1640 390o 8071 -0,9 79,8 17.6 -1,6 1,55 0,510 0,926 0,453 61,2 123*0 181,3 264,5 [8,20
6-1250 4-1393 6-1650 400, 6,95 1,7 69,2 [9o8 -3,9 2,31 0,390 1,009 U,615 39,1 140,2 186,1 299,1 11.43
6-1260 4-1388 4-1460 200, 7,84 0,7 62,1 19,3 -7,0 2,07 0*426 0,996 0,571 44,7 137,3 189,6 288,2 13,$1
6-1395 4-1470 210, 7,48 1,7 58,1 19,9 -7,6 2,40 0,393 1,023 0,621 39,7 139,9 192,0 301,1 11,30
6-1602 4-[480 220, 7.Z4 3,1 56,8 20,4 -8,0 2,82 0,368 1,046 0,661 35,3 142,0 194.3 314,6 9,31
4-[409 4-[490 230, 7,10 5,2 52,1 20,7 -B,4 3,45 0,349 1,064 0,693 30,8 144,6 196,3 329,3 7,54
6-1451 4-1500 240, 6,86 -15,7 $9,3 20,6 -5,7 3,88 0,342 1,057 0,695 174,7 5,9 [91,[ 391,7 7,98
4-1459 4-1510 250, 6,53 -9,2 64,3 20,3 -4,1 1,86 0,3S2 1,045 O,6TT 154,2 29,8 187.7 401,2 8,54
4-[464 4-[520 260, 6,44 -6,9 68,3 20,2 -2,9 1,34 0,360 [,036 0,666 [34,2 52,1 [85,3 407,1 9,Z0
6-1468 4-1530 270, 6,42 -5,6 71,5 20,0 -2,0 2.18 0,366 [,030 0,653 217,1 71,0 183,4 611,2 9,73
4-[472 4-1540 280, 6,42 -_,6 74,7 [9,9 -[,G 1.[3 0,373 1,024 0.642 [01,8 88,0 18[,7 415,0 10,26
6-1476 4-1550 290, 6,46 -3,5 78,7 1g,8 0,2 1,17 0,382 1,017 0.628 86,5 10S,5 179,7 419,3 10,93
4-1480 6-1560 300, 6,55 -2,5 83,8 19,6 1,8 1,29 0,395 1.009 0,611 72,8 121,6 177,2 624,2 11,76
4-1411 4-1_0 310o 7.08 _,9 _1,6 20,8 --8,_ 3,66 0,345 1,068 0,699 29*6 14_,3 196.b 333,0 T,XE--
6--14E6 4-1570 310, 6,79 -1,3 90,9 19,3 4,3 1,50 0,414 0,998 0,585 60,4 137,3 173.9 430,7 12,93
4--1416 4-1580 320, 7,05 7*9 _0,9 Z0,9 -8,4 4,29 D,339 1,074 0,710 [be9 147,5 [97,2 34[*_ 6,53
6-149S 4-1580 320, 7,64 0,0 101,4 19,0 8,5 1,86 0,650 0,983 0.541 49,2 153,1 169,4 440,2 [4,91
4-1422 4-1590 330, 7,08 11,8 $0,8 2[,0 -8,4 5,57 0,334 1,0T8 0,7[8 23,3 150,8 197,5 351,6 6,Z6
4-[451 4-[600 340, 6,83 -[5,_ _9,4 20,6 -5,6 3,81 0*342 1,0_7 O,EY_ 174.3 6,3 191,0 _91,9 _,98
4-1456 4-1610 350* 6,61 -11,0 62,2 20,4 -4*7 2,38 0,348 1,050 0,685 163,2 19,6 189,0 397,8 8,24
4-[461 4-[62D 368* 6,_0 -8*5 65,3 Z0*3 -3,8 [*60 0,3D4 [*Q_Z U*674 149,4 35*Z [87,0 4UZ*8 8,1[
4-1373 4-[660 380, 9,$4 -1,0 71,4 [7,1 -5*7 1,44 0,$43 0,915 0,418 63,5 123,3 184,9 258o9 19,73
6-138g 4-[650 390. 7.77 0,8 61,4 19,4 -7,1 2,13 0,420 1,001 0,580 43,8 137,8 190,0 290,3 13,12
4-1418 4-[660 *tO0, _,05 8,9 50,8 20,9 -8,4 4,62 U*_37 1.075 0,713 Z_,8 [48,_ 19t,4 344*8 6,_7
4--139S 4--1470 200, 8,35 1,6 47,g 20,1 -lhT 2,45 0,402 [,046 0*625 41,0 [38,1 198,6 302,8 11,35
6-1602 4-1480 210, 8,15 2,7 44,9 Z0o6 -[l*g Z,85 Do3TT 1o068 0,66_ 37*b 138,9 Z0[*2 316,6 9,31
4-1410 4-1490 220, 8*02 4,3 42,7 21,0 -12,0 3,41 0,360 1,087 0,696 34*2 [40,2 203,3 331,3 7,53
6-14546-1500 230, 7,53 -15,1 51,0 20,6 -8,5 4.07 0,354 1.067 0.689 183,9 3S7,6 [96*2 394*9 8,61
4--1_6D _-[5[0 Z4tO* T*[3 -9*Z _*0 20,3 --7,1 1.94 0*360 1o054 U*6_ AET.6 I/.[ [9_,0 402,3 8,9[
6-146S 6-1520 2S0, 6,96 -6,9 58,4 20,2 -6,0 1,26 0*366 1,065 0,662 [67,5 39,6 190,6 407*5 9,44
4-1469 4-[53D 260* 6.87 -5.6 61,Z ZO,O -5,[ 1,03 0o372 [oD38 0,65Z [27,3 6[,_ [88,_ 4[[*2 9,89
6-1472 6-[560 270° 6,8[ -4,6 64,0 19,9 -6°2 0,97 0,377 [*G31 0,642 108,0 82,7 187,U 4[4,6 10,36
6-1475 4-[550 280, 6,76 -3.7 67,4 19,7 -3,[ 1,02 0,384 1o024 0,631 89,4 103,2 [85,0 418,3 10,88
4-[400 4-1560 290o 6,74 -Z*7 71,9 [9,5 -1,7 1,[7 0,39_ [,016 0,615 73,7 1ZL,_ IUZ,b _ZZ,7 11,58
4--1412 4--1570 300, 8,00 4,7 42,4 21,0 --12,0 3,55 0,358 1,090 0,70D 33,6 140,5 203,6 336,1 7*26
4--[48_ 4-[570 300t 6,77 --[,7 77,8 [9,3 0,3 1,39 0,407 1o005 0,596 62*0 136,1 [79,6 428,0 12o46
4-14166-1580 310o 7,96 6,1 41.8 21,1 -12,0 4.05 0,351 1*096 0,711 31,5 142,0 204,2 342,6 6*58
4-[492 4-1580 310, 6,98 -0,5 86,4 19.0 3*3 1,71 0,429 0,991 0,566 52o6 149,T 175.6 435,1 13,81
• --1422 _-1_9g 320, 7,93 8,5 _1,7 Z[,Z -[1,8 4,92 0.34/ 1,099 U*/18 29,[ 1_4,Z 204,4 352,[ b*19



















































ASTRPTOTE • VENUS PASSAGE : VENUS-EARTH HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFER • EARTH ASYRPTOTE •OECL R A • INCL R C A DECL R A VELE PTHE INGL EGC SMA PERIH LAN APF THETV THETE•SPEED OECL R A •
-16o9 32102 102021 22711.9 -76.5 73.3 30o7 2103 5094 00371 10105 0,696 90.7 80.3 33106 45907 11023 -33. E 26602
-49.2 28709 81082 671609 -66ol 136.4 3203 2306 3051 0.635 10261 00712 9007 9006 34406 44904 12087 -31o3 27202
2306 226.9 49010 2474305 4401 12804 3108 2205 2076 004_|1o214 00715 10002 0808 1506 9102 12023 °2906 28202
12.4 21004 124086142187.5 3301 313.4 2903 1909 1097 00340 10015 00670 10907 69.8 4301 11002 10026 -2003 28203
903 20404 169082 31263.7 -20E 287.6 27.4 1507 1.40 00303 0.891 00621 11903 4707 6706 13203 8016 °2707 279.0I
800 200.4 X68023 1773600 -7.3 28008 2509 11o3 0.92 0.301 00826 0.576 12808 2904 8307 15006 6061 -2700 27204
6o9 19609 167049 1303307 -901 27600 2409 700 0o46 00315 00784 00537 13804 1307 9409 16402 $077 °2503 26301
6.0 193.0 167037 1032305 -909 271.6 2401 2.9 0007 00345 00756 00497 32800 18507 103.9 174.6 S.63 °2202 _33_
-15o4 323*9 91.99 670101 48.2 326.7 27.0 Z.O 9.99 0.174 0.861 0.711 33707 18409 337.3 535.1 3.60 33.1 266.2
300 10801 168021 799002 0906 26701 2301 -101 0082 0.391 00726 00442 33707 17802 11303 18h8 6038 -18o6 24308
-Z0.8 31501 92.20 988204 45.8 31802 27.0 -005 9038 00171 0.861 0.716 34704 17707 34202 54Z.3 5029 3301 26607
-3009 30206 91050 15629.0 40.5 304.7 27.2 -108 9040 0.168 00862 0.717 3E701 171.0 34800 34900 5030 3306 26304
3708 235.6 100065 1920204 -36.6 25107 2701 -hE 8077 00173 00850 00710 17701 35206 2700 18704 5005 -77.6 24904
2306 22500 99.83 1376002 -6608 23909 2701 -3.1 7069 00179 00856 00703 18609 34Eo3 3405 19407 4076 -7200 244.0
1706 228*4 90008 1043201 °5009 231.0 2702 -406 7o72 00185 00857 0*698 19608 33807 38*7 20103 4*99 -69ol 2**403
14.0 21302 96.00 799700 -53ol 222*7 27.3 -5.9 8o12 0.190 0*858 0.695 206*7 333.1 61ol 20609 5o39 06E01 240*3
-2.8 10*1 70*59 2637904 700_: 293*3 27o5 -3408 0057 0.585 0*858 00356 226.7 31704 248*2 582*6 17.03 -23ol 231.3
-6o0 C.1 6011 3207105 0.9 271.9 27*7 -26.7 1.57 0.468 00866 00661 56.8 13205 262*6 50703 13.27 -20.2 26000
.......................
-5*5 35102 172097 831406 -5.3 71.5 34.2 29.8 2.49 00576 10525 0.646 62.0 q0oS 316.2 449.5 16075 -25.1 239.8
-702 34307 159.87 1454008 -19o6 67.1 32.8 26.9 3.12 0.498 10322 0.664 71.5 87.6 320.2 45204 14.69 -2803 24005
=110.0 334.2134.22 22789,1 _45.66_F**?--24_1 5062 00430 1.195 0.680 81.1 84.4 325.3 455.6 12090 o31.1 25703
-15.3 321.0 105.86 24576.1 -7503 66.6 3008 21.4 3.93 00373 1.111 00696 90.7 8007 33200 45902 11.33 -33.6 266.4
-50.9 276*6 78.66 6133.9 -63.8 134.9 3207 24.0 3.61 0*457 10318 00716 9007 93ol 34805 44609 13035 -31.1 27306
--27.3 22600 57._322508.0 51.4 117.8 31.9 22.9 2.66 0.419 1.223 00711 10002 8808 19.4 91o2 12.47 -29.) 28201
14.6 211.8 117.89 87836.7 59.6 320.5 29.5 19.8 1099 0.339 10016 0.672 10907 TO.O 44.4 11000 10.23 -28.4 28205
---11.12C6.6 i68.68 3131106 3.6 29004 27.4 25.6 1.45 00300 008g4 0.626 11903 6802 65.9 13107 8010 -27*9 279.3
9.3 202.3 169021 1872406 -4.0 283o0 26.0 11.2 1._3 0.293 0*830 0.587 128.8 3003 8100 149.7 6050 -27.4 27304
801 199.4 168027 14517*8 -609 278.5 2502 609 0065 0*300 0*794 0.556 13804 16*7 9008 16303 5054 -26*3 264.07
7*0 196.1 167.68 11816.3 -807 27407 24*5 3*0 0.21 0.319 00770 0.525 14800 6*4 98.6 173.3 5022 -13*7 235.1
-13.8 32403 92006 6078.7 48.8 327*2 27*0 1ol 10.20 0.174 0.861 0.711 33707 185.0 337*5 53500 5070 3305 266*3
--_00 19202 167.73 991402 -904 270.9 2309 -007 0034 00348 0.749 00488 337.7 17806 105.8 18109 5057 *2003 29¥ol
-18.0 315.6 92038 879708 47.0 31809 27.0 -0.5 9.69 0*170 00861 00714 347*4 17708 342.3 54202 3033 3303 2(V*.8
5o0 187.3 168.82 7935.6 -9o0 26605 23.2 -406 1.10 0.398 0.724 00436 347*4 173.0 11401 187.0 6*67 -17o4 2/_00
-24*8 30400 91.95 1333000 4309 30608 27o2 -1.8 9.16 0.168 0.862 00717 357.1 171*0 347.6 54900 5.19 33.1 263*2












-84*5 115.8 93.03 9420.8 -709 26109 2703
3201 226*9 100*89 15635*3 -4007 243*3 2701
21*_ 219.5 99.08 1144505 -48.2 233*4 27*2
16.5 2140i 96.89 8686.3=51.7 22500 2T,3
13ol 209.5 94088 6708.2 -5304 217.3 2705
-3o7 3*1 7.01 3611102 509 27409 2707 029.1 1o36
-7o0 344.4 26.22 2370004 -25*8 257*3 28.0 -16.8 2090
-5.4 350*9 173.04 8048.5 -502 7009 34.4 30.0 2053
-700 343.1 160.44 1443904 -19.1 6603 33*0 27.1 3.13
-906 33303 136.82 23581.8 -4409 6105 31o8 24.2 3.61
-14o2 31903 102.58 2670507 -7607 6508 3008 21.5 3.90
28o6 220*7 63.37 19637*3 56*9 106.8
1604 211.6 117.79 60094.4 58.T 322*7
12.4 206.6 165.17 29277.3 9.3 29109
1005 20304 169.30 1860002 -0*5 284.2
9*1 Z0007 168094 1455907 -4.5 279*7
7*9 1970? 168.30 12348.8 -7.0 27602
608 19406 167.95 1085001 -8.5 273.0
--1509 315.1 91011 7998*4 _7.9 31800
5*7 190.6 168.34 9384.4 --9.0 26906
--21o0 30307 91069 1175808 45.9 30601
6o7 18504 169094 7523*4 --800 265.2



































ZEeZ ZZO*D 99._Q I+ZZTQoQ -430_ 13408
19.7 21408 97045 9111.5 -4904 226*2
ID*1 210oZ 95e#33 698U07 --_IZed?. 118*7
-304 5.8 12.47 3940100 11o9 27701
-507 349.7 23.86 2288604 -23.5 26201
*2300 29§06 _16._11 14007.4 --330._ ZlqJo "l
-608 341o9 160.37 1493703 -19o2 6504
-=_.;1 33106 133.10 2554401 -4606 6005
-13o2 31608 g8024 2909406 -8009 T005
29.0 21700 68.35 17026*0 61o0 95.4
1]'o7 21005 1].8*60 d1381800 5708 3Z004
1304 206*2 161.91 25753*7 13.5 29201
11o3 203*4 168.69 1731903 Z*_ ;[84*4
908 20009 169.35 13939*9 -2*3 28001
8.5 19804 168.95 12148.2 -5.3 27608
703 1930_ 168053 10894*7 -703 17309
-1603 31305 91.39 7345.4 48o6 315.4
---6
03 1g203 168051 987206 -8.3 171.0
-1802 301.9 90088 10498.6 47.2 303.2
502 188.2 169.62 8612.6 -802 267.9
24 _I 28602 89016 1481002 440 ]1 ZEWJoO
603 182.7 171.52 687105 -6.5 263.2
-2.6 37.61 0.167 0*866 0.720 609 166.7 800 193.3 18054 40*3 27009
-3*2 8.46 00178 00857 0.705 186.9 345.1 33*3 194.9 5.06 -74*2 241.8
-4.6 7.91 0.184 0*857 0*699 196.8 338*7 38o3 201.3 5.06 *6908 244.1
-5.9 8.iz U.190 o.858 _69_ 2-o6_ 3_3_1 4_.C _6_-_;3¢ _6_.Cz_-0;3





IRARS "VENUS .EARTH *TR[P* MARS ASYMPTUTE * MARS-VENUS HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFER • VENUS
DEPART- PASS "ARREVE*TINE* SPEED OECL R A *VELM PTHM INCL ECC SNA PER|H LAN APF THETM THETV. SPEED
4-1270 4-144Y 6-1600 330, 8,28 -24,5 69,6 20,7 -9,3 8,15 0,350 1,075 0,699 190,9 348,6 198,2 389,4 9,63
4-;270 4-145_0, 7,37 -12,9 32,1 20,5 -8,3,____L__0,_5_1*_0_3 0,685__B0,L_ 2,2_195z3 397,0 8,59
4-1270 4-1466 4-1620 350, 7,13 -9,2 55,0 20,3 -7,1 1,94 _,360 1,054 0,674 167,6 17,1 193,0 402,3 8,91
6-127G 4-137i 4-1660 370, 10,70 -1,1 62,9 16,7 -11,6 1,30 0,579 0,909 0,383 65.9 123,2 188,¥ 253,8 21,39 I
4-1270 4-1386 4-1650 380, 8,84 O,A 53,2 19,2 -11,3 2,00 0,450 1,001 0,550 46,8 136,4 194,6 284,1 14,62
4-1270 4-14186-1660 390, 7,94 6,7 42,8 21,1 -11,9 4,24 0.350 1,097 0,713 30,9 142,5 204,2 345,0 6,43
6-1270 4-1425 6-1670 400, 7,94 10,1 41.9 21.2 -11,_ 5,51 0,346 1,100 0,720 27,8 145,6 204,3 356,4 6,21
4-1280 4-1403 4-1480 200, 9,36 2,4 36,1 21.1 -16,2 2,88 0,393 1,104 0,670 39,8 134,9 209,0 319,5 9,32
6-1280 4-1411 4-1490 210, 9,23 3,7 34,3 21,4 -16,1 3,40 0,3?7 1,124 O.TO0 37,3 135,2 211,2 334,5 7,52 I
6-1280 6-1456 4-1500 220, 8,37 -14,6 43,9 20,7 -11,6 4,37 0.369 1,081 0,682 193,2 349,2 201,4 398,1 9,34
6-1280 4-1462 4-1510 230. 7,92 -8,9 46,9 20,4 -10,3 2,01 0,374 1,067 0,668 180,3 5,1 198,4 404,3 9,47
4-1280 6-1466 6-1520 240, 7,69 -6,6 49,9 20.2 -9,2 1,18 0,378 1,056 0,657 161,1 26,8 195,8 408,9 9,88
4-1280 4-1476 6-1530 250, 7,$4 -5,3 52,4 20,C -8,3 0,87 0°382 1,048 0,648 137,2 52,6 19),9 412,3 10,28
6-1280 4-1473 6-1540 260, 7,42 -4,4 54,8 19,9 -7,5 0,80 0,386 1,041 0,639 111,8 79,7 192,2 415,3 10,66
4-128D 4-1476 4-1550 270, 7,31 -3,5 57,8 19.7 -6,4 0,88 0.392 1,033 0,628 88,4 105,2 190,2 418,7 11,14
4-1280 4-1480 4-1560 280, 7,20 -2,6 61,6 19,5 -5,1 1,07 0,399 1,023 0,615 71,9 124,0 187,8 422,5 11,71
6-1280 4-1412 6-1570 290, 9,22 3,8 34,2 21,4 -16.1 3.47 0,376 1,125 0,702 37,0 135,4 211,3 336,2 7,36
6-1280 4-1485 4-1570 290, 7,11 -1,6 66,6 19,3 -3,4 1,33 0,409 1,012 0,598 60,8 138,1 184,9 427,Z 12,46
4-1280 4-1417 4-1580 300, 9,14 4,9 33,9 21.5 -IS,9 3,90 0,370 1,130 0,712 35,6 136,4 211,8 344,5 6,68
4-1280 4-14% 6-1580 300, 7,09 -0,6 73,7 18,9 -0,9 1,64 0,425 0,999 0,574 52,9 169,b 181,3 433,1 13,50
4-1280 4-1422 4-1590 310, 9,09 6,5 33,8 21,5 -15,7 4,57 0.366 1,133 0,719 33,8 138,0 211,9 354,1 6,28
4-1280 4-2498 4-1590 310, 7,26 0,5 83,7 18,6 2,7 2,01 0,450 0,983 0,540 47.1 159,9 176,6 440,3 14,96
4-1280 4-1430 4-1600 320, 9,01 10,2 34,9 21,5 -15,1 6,15 0,362 1,128 0,720 31,2 141,7 210,8 365*6 6,53
4-1280 4-1454 4-1610 330, 8.60 -17,4 43,3 20,7 -11,9 S,68 0,368 1,085 0,686 195,7 345,9 202,2 396*2 9,57
4-1280 4-1460 4-1620 340, 8,05 -10,5 45,7 20,S -10,8 2,63 0,372 1,072 0,674 186.1 358,2 199,5 402,_+1 9,33
4-1280 4-138_ 6-1650 370, 10,27 0,1 45,S 19,2 -16*T 1,88 0,485 1,011 _,521 48,9 135,2 199,6 278,9 16,19
6-1280 4-1417 4-1660 380, 9,14 4,8 33,9 21,5 -15,9 3,89 0,370 1,130 0,712 35,6 136,3 211,8 34_,3 6,69
4-1280 4-1425 4-1670 390, 9,06 7,3 34,0 21,5 -15,5 4,92 0*364 1,132 O,T2G 33,1 138,9 211,7 357,5 6,25
6-1290 4-1412 6-1490 200* 10,75 3,1 27,1 22,1 -20,5 3,43 0,403 1,182 0,706 40,1 129,7 219,8 339,4 7,50
6"1290 4-1459 4-1500 210, 9,37 -13,9 37,8 4.73 0,388 1,10i 0,673 202,1 341,0 206,6 401,4 10,20
6-1290 4-146_ 4-1510 220, 8,87 -8,5 40,3 2.11 0,391 1,085 0,661 192.5 353,6 203,6 406,7 10,16







4-1290 4-1472 4-1530 240, 8,39 -4,8 45,0 20,1 -11,7 0,69 0,397 1,062 0,64U 145,4 45,3 199,0 414,2 10,87
6-1290 4-1475 6-1560 250, 8,22 -3,8 47,2 19,9 -10,8 0.64 0,_01 1,053 0.631 108,1 84,5 197,1 61?,2 11,24
4-1290 4-1478 4-1550 260, 8,04 -3,0 49,9 19,7 -9,7 0,79 0.405 1,044 0,622 81,8 112,8 195,0 420,1 11,63
4-1290 4-1481 4-1560 270, 7,86 -2,2 53,1 19,5 -8,5 1,03 0,410 1,033 0,610 66,7 130,3 192,b 423,6 12,12
4-1290 4-1412 6-1570 280, 10,75 3,1 27,1 22,1 -20,5 3,43 0,403 1,181 0,706 40,1 129,T 219,8 339,3 7,52
4-1290 4-1486 4-1570 280, 7,68 -1,4 57,5 19,2 -6,9 1,32 0,418 1,021 0,594 57,T 142,2 189,7 427,7 12,76
4-1290 4-1417 6-1580 290, 10,65 3,9 26,9 22,1 -20,2 3,80 0,397 1,185 0,715 39,1 130,3 220,2 347,8 6.86
6-1290 4-1491 4-1580 290, 7,52 -0,6 63,3 18,9 -4,7 1,64 0,430 I_,_T_4--_,,_l-51_4_-8_-_J_*_-_J[=J_+_O -
4-1290 4-1423 4-1590 300, 10,52 5,1 27,1 22,1 -19,8 4,37 0,392 1,184 0,720 37,9 131,9 219,9 357,2 6,52
6-1290 4-1498 4-1590 300, 7,45 0,4 71.4 18,5 -1,7 1,99 0.448 0,990 G,547 47.9 159.7 182,1 A38,T 1_,73
4-1290 4-1431 4-1600 310, 10,_5---_-5--7_-,_ 28,2 22,0 -19,1 $_51-_,388-1_1_ 0,719 36,2 _,0 218,§ 368,0 6-_,7%-
6-1290 6-1506 6-1600 310, 7,63 1,4 83,6 18,0 3,1 2,61.0,479 0,971 0,506 44,6 168,4 176,6 446,8 16,46
4-1290 4-1440 4-1610 320, 10,32 15,1 31.0 21,7 -18,0 9,27 0.385 1,154 G,709 _3_5_60+_,3 380*3 8,40
4-1290 4-1414 4-1660 370, 10,72 3,3 27,0 22,1 -20,4 3,53 0,401 1,183 0,709 39,8 129,8 220,0 341,7 7,30
6-1290 4-1423 4-1670 380, 10,52 5,2 27,1 22.1 -19oB 4,39 0,392 1,184 0,720 37,8 131,9 219,9 357,5 6,51
6-1300 4-1461 6-1500 200, 10,55 -13,2 32,7 2_--_-8;_80_2_e_3--_1__1.7 404.7 11,21
4-1300 4-1466 4-1510 210, 9,98 -7,9 34,7 20,7 -17,3 2,20 0.414 1.110 0,651 204,0 342,9 208,7 409,4 11,01
6-1300 6-1676 4-1530 230, 9,38 -4,2 38,9 20.2 -15.2 0*50 0,417 1,081 0,631 153,1 38,6 203,9 416,4 11,60
4-1300 4-1477 4-1540 240. 9,15 -3,3 41,0 ZO,O -14,3 0.50 _,419 1,070 U,622 97*3 96,4 20h8 419,2 11,96
6-1300 4-148_ 4-1550 250, 8,93 -2*5 6-_,_-- * - , ,'/7-___;6_2-_0,7'-125,3 199,6 _ZZ*Z LZ,"_
6-1300 4-1483 4-1560 260, 8,T0 -1,8 46,2 19,5 -12,0 1,07 0,426 1,046 0,600 59,8 138,5 197,2 _25,_ 12,77
4-1300 4-1488 4-1570 270.-_-=[_1--_0__---T_8_'_'-_;_2+0._7--5%_2-_?__3_;_L_)__L_2_) -
6-1300 4-1418 6-1580 280, 12.46 3*2 20,9 23,1 -24,8 3,75 0,436 1,273 0,717 42*3 124,3 229,0 352,0 7,21
6-1300 4-1492 4-1580 280, 8,18 -0,4 54,8 18,9 -8,4 1,69 D,440 1,DIT G,569 50,6 154,0 190,9 433,3 13,98
4-1300 4-1424 6-1_90 290, IZ*25 4,2 21,4 -23,0 -24,2 4,26 0*430 1,2_(_1__2 361,3 6,98
6-1300 4-1498 4-1590 290, 7,94 0,6 61,5 18,5 -5,7 2,02 0,453 1,000 _,546 48,1 160, S 186,9 438,5 14,90
4-1300 6-1432 4-2600 300, 11,97 5,8 22,_'r_'_J,5 5,16 0,42_-]_,_'T_0_,7_ 40,4 128,8 Z_)_-3"/_L_,_--'r_29 _
4-1300 4-1505 4-1600 300, 7.83 1,3 71,0 18,0 -1,9 2,39 0,475 0,980 0.514 46,2 16T,3 182,1 445*3 16,19
4-1300 4-1440 4-1610 310, 11.66 9,6 24*7 22,3 -22,3 7,23 0,418 1,214 0,706 39*0 133,6 222,9 382,9 8,31
6-1300 4-1408 6-1660 360, 12*78 2,1 21,2 23*0 _28,6 8,11 0,450 1, Z68 0,69/_;6 ZZS,Z 33_,_ 8,74
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This report presents the results of one of the three parts of Contract
NAS8-20358, entitled Advanced Spaceborne Tracking, Detection, and Navigation
Study. The objective of this part of the contract was to evaluate the feasi-
bility of estimating the inertial guidance platform errors from data obtained
during a powered flight ascent.
One method of estimating the inertial platform errors is to combine the
telemetry data, which contains information on the vehicle position-velocity
state plus deviations in the trajectory caused by the platform errors, with
the trackin 8 data, which also contains information on the vehicle state,
but includes errors from the tracking system.
There are three potential uses for the information contained in this com-
bined platform-tracking system. If it is possible to estimate the platform
errors during a flight, then the guidance system could be updated. Also
the ability to determine platform errors would be useful in a postfltght
analysis where the objective is to determine whether the guidance components
performed according to specification. Although the primary interest in this
study is to evaluate the ability to estimate the guidance errors, a third
use of this data would be to obtain a better estimate of the vehicle than
could be obtained with tracking data alone.
The feasibility of estimating the platform errors has been evaluated in
this study by simulating an orbit determination process that would combine
the telemetry and tracking data. It is the ensemble behavior of this
combined system and in particular the behavior of the covariance matrix of
the errors in estimate of the position-velocity state plus the platform
and tracking errors, that has been investigated. A Kalman or minimum
variance filter has been assumed for the estimation process.
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Platform errors as well as a nominal trajectory that are similar to a
Saturn V mission have been used in the study. The equations for the
platform model, the tracking model, and the minimum variance estimation
are presented in Section 2. A discussion of the computer program used to
generate the covariancematrix of errors,and the nominal ascent trajectory
along which the covariance matrix is propagated, are included in Section 3
and Section 4, respectively. Section 5 discusses the effect of individual
error sources in the platform and tracking systems on the trajectory.
These results are used to define the significant error sources which should
be included in the combined platform-tracking system model.
The principal results of the study are presented in Section 6. In this
section the feasibility of estimating the platform errors is evaluated as







































The inertial platform model that has been used for this study consists of
up to 30 error sources and is similar to that used by Daniels, Neighbors,
and Cole, in Reference 1. The four types of accelerometer errors and the
four types of gyro errors considered are:
the i th accelerometer bias, km/sec 2
the misaligreaent of the i th accelerometer into the
_iJ jth axis, radians




the threshold of the i th accelerometer, km/sec 2






_oi the steady-state drift rate of the gyro,i th
tad/set
_i_ the mass unbalance drift about the input and spin
_si axes, (rad/sec_(km/sec 2)
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Figure 2-I Platform Orientation
The gyro input axes are along the X, Y, and Z axes and the three accelero-
meters are also assumed to be mounted along these axes.
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The platform error model used in this study includes the total error in
acceleration caused by (1) the misalignment of the platform axes resultlng
from the gyro drifts and inltlal misallgnment, and (2) the errors in the
accelerometers themselves which are mounted on the drifting platform axes,
for a given nominal acceleration tlme history. The drift rate for the £th
gyro is given by
+ _ aGiI
aGio
+ ci(aGis )2 (2-1)
where aGi s, aGi I, and aGi o are the accelerations along the spin, input,
and output axes of the £ th gyro, respectively. The total platform drift,




where apt i is the acceleration along the i ch ideal platform axis, TpZ2G i
is the transformation from the ideal platform axes to the ith gyro axis,
and qi' is the first row of TpI2G i. For the gyro orientation in Figure
2-I, Tpl2Gl, the transformation from the ideal platform axes to the X
TpI2GI
gyro axes, ls
I O 0 11
= 1 0 0 ,
0 1 0









The accelerometer errors are found from the sensed acceleration along the
' which is

























The total error in acceleration is given by the sum of the accelerometer
errors plus the error in acceleration caused by the platform misalignment.
The total sensed acceleration can be written as the sum of the acceleration
in (2-4) plus the cross product of the platform orientation angles, _i in
(2-2), and the true acceleration along the ideal platform axes. This
expression is
_x+Sx




where _ denotes the cross product, and E is the matrix of scale factor
and mlsallgrment errors in (2-4).
2.2 DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF THE VEHICLE
The dynamic equations of the vehicle include the effects of gravity as well
as the thrusting accelerations and the acceleration errors. These equations
can be expressed in an inertial frame as
o.
R = G(R,t) + TA21 apl(t), (2-6)
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I where C(K,t) is the gravitational acceleration and TA2 Z
from cceler me er xes to the in_ rtial axes, nd pi(t
I as the true value of the non-sravftational acceleration.
be expressed as the difference between the sensed acc
acceleration errors, equation (2-6) can be written as! .
I _:"°("_)÷ _"_[i'_)" _"c°'";l'_
















g - G(g,t) + f(e,t), (2-9)
and considering perturbations only about the nominal values of R and a,
results in the linear equations of motion that are used for the error
analysis. These equations are













For the purpose of error propagation, the total state vector (z), in I
general, may consist of the 6 vector of position (R) and velocity (V)
plus any number of the sensor error and tracking bias error sources (e), i.e., I
Z '_- e
!
The state transition matrix for this expanded state vector is given by
I '_t,to) ffi N ° _ ffi _ _u (2-12) I
0 I 0 1







_R = d 2 _R =_G_R
_x ° dt 2 _x ° _ _x ° , (2-13)




The sensitivities of the position and velocity state to the i
error source are found by integrating the equation
o*
d2 bR __ bR __ _G _R _Sa














The velocity partial __V in (2-12) is found by differentiating the solution
_e i
for _e i in (2-14). Detailed descriptions of the error source sensi-






2 • 3 TRACKING EQUATIONS
The tracking model is obtained by assuBing that the radar observations
are of the form
y = f(X, W, T) + q
where X = 5 state of position and velocity
W = tracking bias errors
Linearization of this equation about a nominal trajectory results in the
following equations for the measurement y:
(2-1s)





The tracking model consists of the partials of the observation with respect
to the state (H) and the partial of the observation with respect to the
measurement bias parameters (G), and the random measurement error vector
q(t). For each observation the model is given by
y = Hx + Gw + q(t), (2-17)




The tracking that can be simulated includes range, range-rate, azimuth,
elevation, right ascension, declination, and direction cosines and their
rates. Each of these measurements may contain a random and a bias error,








2.4 MINIMUM VARIANCE ESTIMATION EQUATIONS I
Since the equations for the minimum-variance estimator are an essential
part of the error analysis of the inertial platform and tracking systems,
these equations are summarized here. It is the ensemble type behavior of the
inertial platform-tracking system that is to be studied and therefore the
variance-covariance matrix of the error in estimate of the state (P) is
processed by the filter. The nominal trajectory is used throughout to
evaluate the measurement, platform, and state sensitivities, H, _u' and 4,
respectively. Residuals are not determined in this analysis.



















Pe = E(Xe Xe ) " the error in estimate of the I
_omplete state vector I
xe [u I the total state vector of estimated
[wJ variables I
x = vector of position and velocity
u = vector of dynamic bias errors
w = vector of measurement bias errors
A




























D = E[ uu T ] - the covariance matrix of
dynamic bias errors
W = E[ _ T ] - covarlance matrix of measurement
bias errors
!
Cij s - correlations between the estimated parameters.
The equations for updating the covariance matrix in time and at an
observation are given by
Propagatin_ in Time
x(t) = ¢(t,to) X(to)





xn = x(t) + Pn HT(HPn HT + Q)-l(y.y)
or M
x -_ +_,-y_










= the 6X6 transition matrix of the positlon-velocity
state








H the partial of the observation with
respect to the expanded state
Q = E[ qqT ] _ the covariance matrix of the random
measurement error q
x(t) = estimate of the state at time t before
an observation
A
x (t) = new estimate of the state after
n
an observation
y = the observation.
2.4.1 Equations for Determining the Effect of Ne_lectin_ Error Sources
The standard equations for the Kalman filter, which have been summarized
in the previous section, are applicable when all the elements in the state
vector are to be estimated. A variation on this basic estimation process
has been developed which enables one to determine the effect of neglecting
error sources.
The general form of the total state covariance matrix (Pne), when some





















































where Do and W° are the variances of the dynamic and measurement biases,
respectively, which have been neglected. The correlation between the
state and the measurement biases (Cmn) and the correlation between the
state and the dynamic biases (Cdn) are computed as follows:
Cdn(t ) = _(t,to) Cdn(t o) + _uD 42-25)
Cmn(t ) = _(t,to) Cmn(t o)
c+ h-_] "dn = Cdn




" K(7_o , (2-28)
where (-) and (+) denote time before and after an observation, respectively.
The total covarlance matrix PT which gives the uncertainty of having
neglected measurement and dynamic bias errors, in addition to the uncer-
tainties given by P and P(t) in (2-23) and 42=20) is
n
PT = Pe + CdnDo'ICdnT + C W -I C T
mn o mn (2-29)
where Pe is the m x n matrix in 42-18) which includes P, D and W. Since
the last two terms in 42=29) can be written with Cdn and Cmn as column vectors
and D and W as scalars, or with Cdn, Cmn , D, and W as matrices, equation
(2-29) may be used to obtain the effect of neglecting individual error
sources or groups of error sources.
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2.4.2 Equations for an Equivalent Observation. In a conventional error
analysis, where for example one element of P may be the variance of an
inertial guidance error and a number of observations are made of the vehicle
(range, range-rate, etc.), the effect of changing the initial variance
on the final uncertainty of the vehicle state, would be determined
by simulating the mission with a new value of this particular variance.
This would correspond to changing the initial variance of the parameter
(Po) by a factor of k, i.e.,
P' = kP , (2-30)
O O
as shown in Fig. 2-2.
However, this same value of the initial variance (P'o) can be found
by taking a direct observation of the parameter whose variance is to be
changed (h = I), with a measurement error variance (q) that is specified




















































Since the final value of the state uncertainty Pij(f) can be shown to be
independent of the order of the observations, the equivalent observation
can be made at the end of a run. This final value of the total state
uncertainty P'(f) that would be obtained with the new value of the initial
state uncertainty kP(O), is given by
P'(f) = P(f)- P(f) HT IH P(f)HT+ Pij(O)l.--_l "I
where
, - [o... i...o],
m,(f) (2-31)
(2-32)
and the location of the i in (2-32)corresponds to the parameter that is
being observed.
In this manner any number of changes can be made in one or more of the
initial variances by adding equivalent observations at the end of a run.
Thus the results of a number of computer rune can be obtained in one run.
2.4.3 The Equations For a Perfect Observation. A special case of the
equivalent observation concept is where a perfect observation is made
of a parameter. An observation of this type has the H of (2-32), where
the element in H which is 1 corresponds to the element of the state which
is being observed, but there is no measurement error variance Q. The effect of a
perfect observation of a measurement bias error on the covariance matrix







P' = P - C W "I C T
m m (2-33)
where C is the column vector of correlations between the state and the
m
measurement bias which is being observed. The effect on P of a perfect
observation of a dynamic bias error is given by
p, . P - Cd D-ICd T (2-34)
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P(Y_EREDFLZGHT ERROR PROPAGATION PROGRAM
The computer program that has been used to obtain the numerical results
for this study is the Powered Flight Error Propagation Program. The
original version of this program was written by Philco-Ford for NASA
Goddard under Contract NAS-5-9700, and is described in Reference 2.
The program simulates an actual orbit determination that would combine the
tracking data from the ETR radars with the telemetry data from the vehicle,
and would be used to estimate the position and velocity of the vehicle plus
any additional parameters such as the inertial platform errors or the
tracking bias errors. As a result, it is a useful tool for studying the
ensemble behavior of the combined inertial platform-trackln8 system under
a wlde variety of conditions.
The essential output from the program is a variance-covarlance matrix of
errors in estimate of the position and velocity state, and the estimated
error parameters. The covarlancematrlx is propagated along a nominal
powered flight trajectory. A general flow diagram of the program functions
are shown in Figure 3-I.
The program reads an input tape of the nominal trajectory position X(t) and
acceleration A(t) that is generated by the Philco Ford Powered Flight Optimi-
zation Program. (Ref. 2) The gravity partials (F) are evaluated for the
nominal values of X(t) and the platform error partials are evaluated for
the nominal values of acceleration A(t). These partials define the differen-
tial equations for the deviations about the nominal trajectory. These
equations are integrated for short time intervals in order to obtain the
transitionmatrlces _ and _u" The matrlx _u defines the perturbation of the





























































































The tranoitlonmatrices are used to update the covarlance matrix (P) in
time. There 18 no modification made to the trajectory in the sense that
the actual perturbed trajectory 18 calculated.
The essential part o£ the estimation process which simulates an orbit
determination is the updating of the covariance matrix P. As shown
in Figure 3-1 P is propagated between two points in time based in the
previous value o£ P and the total transition matrix _. This propagation
in time accounts for the fact that the guidance errors will in general
increase the state uncertainty P as the time along the trajectory increases.
The data from the trackers is incorporated into the estimation by updating
the state uncertainty at each observation. Observations are processed one
at a time, that is the partial of the observation with respect to the state
(H) is a vector and the random tracking error q is a scalar.
The programhas a capability of handling a 60 x 60 covarinace matrix. It's
elements include the uncertainty in the three coordinates of position and
the three coordinates of velocity, which are initially zero, plus the un-
certainly in any inertial guidance error, or tracking bias error. Up to









The ascent trajectory which has been used as the nominal trajectory for
this study is similar to a Saturn V trajectory. This trajectory was
generated by the Philco-Ford Powered Flight Optimization Program. The
output of the program is a trajectory tape which contains the vehicle
position and acceleration at discrete time points. An altitude profile
of the nominal trajectory is shown in Figure 4-1. The ground track for
this trajectory (latitude vs. longitude) is shown in Figure 4-2. The
locations of the tracking stations are also shown in this figure.
Variations of this basic trajectory have also been used. However, it
was determined the results presented in the succeeding sections are not
sensitive to small variations in the trajectory. In particular, one
trajectory whose final altitude was about twice the value in Figure 4-1
caused no significant changes in the ability to estimate the guidance
errors. Acceleration levels in the DR, CR, UP coordinate system are shown
in Figure 4-3.
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SELECTION OF COMBINED PLATFORM-TRACKING
Prior to determining the feasibility of estimating the inertial platform
errors, an analysis was made to evaluate the effect of individual errors,
both from the tracking and the inertial platform. This analysis shows (i)
the effect of the inertial platform errors on the trajectory dispersions,
(2) the effect of varying the numerical values of the platform errors, and
(3) the effect of the tracking bias errors.
5.1 DISPERSIONS FROM THE PLATFORM ERRORS WITHOUT TRACKING
The dispersions resulting from the inertlal platform errors have been deter-
mined by propagating an initial covariance matrix (Po) , consisting of the
30 platform errors, along the nominal trajectory according to (2-19). The
RMSP and the RMSV of these errors are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 where
the RMSP and RMSV are defined as
RMSP = 4PII + P22 + P33
RMSV = _ P44 + P55 + P66
The total uncertainty in position and velocity at the end of the trajectory
is seen to be 0.5 km and 2m/sec, respectively. Although the three components
of errors do not differ significantly, the largest error in both position
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Figure 5-1 PJ_S Uncertainty in Position State From the 30 Platform


























































In order to determine the relative effect of individual error sources on
the total position and velocity dispersions, the effect of neglecting each
of the 30 error sources has been evaluated. The effect of each error source
on the position uncertainty is given by
J_ 1 T
i=l
where each Ci is the correlaclon between one inertial error source and one o_ the
three coordinates of poslclon. Since the total position uncertainty is only
from the platform error sources, the square root of the sum of the P_4SPP's
squared from all the error sources is equal to the 0.5 km in Figure 5-I.
The relative importance of the individual error sources is shown in
Table 5-1. The most significant error sources are seen to be the initial
platform misalignments. The first 20 error sources listed in Table 5-1 were
selected for the final error model of the Inertlal platform. The last I0
error sources in this table clearly have a negligible effect on the trajec-































































Initial platform misalignment about Y-axls
Initial platform misallgnment about Z-axis
Y Accelerometer misalignment into X-axis
Z Accelerometer misalignment into X-axis
Initial platform mlsallgnment about X-axis
Steady-state drift of Z gyro
X Accelerometer misalignment into Y-axis
Z Accelerometer misalignment into Y-axis




X Accelerometer scale factor
Y Accelerometer scale factor
Steady-state drift of X gyro
Spin axis mass unbalance of Z gyro
Anisoelastic drift of Z gyro















































































































Input axis mass unbalance o£ X S_co
Z Accelerometer threshold
X Accelerometer threshold
Y Accelerometer misalig_ent into Z axis
X Accelerometer misaligrunent into Z axis
Z Accelerometer scale factor
Spin axis mass unbalance of X gyro
Spin 8xls mass unbalance of y 8_ro
Input axis mass unbalance of Z Kyro
Anlsoelastlc drift of y gyro


















5.2 THE TRACKING MODEL
The tracking model that was used for this study consisted of significant
error sources from the C-band radars. Up to nine trackers were considered.
Ascension Island could not observe the vehicle until near the very end of
the trajectory, and therefore the two radars at this site were not considered.
The error sources at each radar consisted of random and bias errors in
range, azimuth and elevation. Station location errors (latitude, longitude,
and altitude) were also considered.
The numerical values of the tracking errors as well as the location of the
C-band radars are listed in Table 5-2. These values were obtained from
Reference 5, with the exception of the station location errors and the
accuracy of the NASA tracker at Bermuda.
Since the total number of bias errors from the nine trackers could be as
many as 54, a study was first made to determine the importance of these
errors in order to eliminate any errors that do not significantly affect
the system. This was accomplished by making two runs; first, with the
measurement biases neglected, and second, with the station location errors
neglected from the model. In both cases the combined inertial platform-
tracking system was simulated with 20 guidance errors included in the model.
The effect of neglecting the station location and measurement bias is shown
in Table 5-3.
The values shown represent the effect of neglecting the individual tracking
errors on both the position uncertainty and the velocity uncertainty.
Since the total size of the covariance matrix (P) could be up to 60 x 60,
and this number must include the 20 guidance errors and the six coordinates
of position and velocity, up to 34 tracking biases could be included in the
model. The tracking bias errors that were omitted from the final model
are indicated in Table 5-3.
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STATION ERROR POSITION _C
ANTIGUA 527 10 -3La •163 • x
•134
• 548 x 10"1
• 546 x 10 "1
• 518 x 10"1
• 461 x 20 "1
.451 x 10 "1
• 288 x 10 "1
•212 x 10 "1
• 212 x 10 "1
• 171 x 10 "1
• 171 x 10 "1
• 163 x 10 "I
•155 x 10 "1
• 154 _: 10-2
•993 X I0 "2
•942 x 10"2
•920 x I0"2
•842 X 10 ..2
•527 X 10-2
•110 x 10 -2
• 109 x 10 "2
•982 x 10"3
•973 x 10-3
•961 x 10 -3
•925 x 10 ..3
•859 x 10-3
•828 x 10 -3
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•524 x 10"3









•282 x 10 -3
•282 x 10 -3
•189 x 10"3
• 795 x 10 -4
•793 x 10 -4




•728 x 10 -4






•135 x 10 -4
•124 x 10 ..4

































CAPE 5 E .531 x 10 "3 .195 x 10 "4
G. TURK E .516 x 10 -3 .272 x 10 "5
BERMUDA 2 A .503"'x 10-3 .720 x I0 "4
CAPE 5 A ._98 x 10 -3 .161 x 10 -5
CAPE 5 Lo .482 x 10 -3 .555 x Z0 "5.
BAHAMA 2 A_ .481 x 10 "3 .125 x 10 "_*
BAHAMA 2 E .477 x 10 -3 .373 x 20 -5*
BERMUDA 1 E .476 x 10 -3 .I03 x I0 "4 ,
BAHAMA i A_ .466 x 10 -3 .I08 x I0 "4 ,
BAHAMA 2 A .462 x 10 -3 -144 x 10 -5 ,
BERMUDA i A .445 x i0 _3 .101 x 10 -4 ,
BAHAMA I B .280 x 10 -3 .117 x I0 -4 ,
G. TURK A .268 x 10 -3 .312 x 10 -5 ,
BAHAMA I A .265 x 10"3 .611 x I0 "5 ,
ANTIGUA A .250 x I0_ .154 x i0 "5 e
MERIT IS Lo .250 X I0 .656 x 10 -5 ,
PATRICK .226 x 10 -3 .182 x 10 -5 WIa
CAPE 5 La .218 x 10 -3 .191 x 10 -5 ,
MERIT I8 La .320 x 10"4 .629 x I0 "5 ,
•132 x 10 -5 ,
•274 X 10 -4
e Denotes thOSe error sOurces ellmlnated .946 x 10 -6 *
The track_ng model therefore consists of thlrty.fou r tracking Station
error SOurces.
_(_.) . .... ¢*n,-n,
_Rn' zs : _,,_,. ___;ec)PATRICK .764 x 10 "
ANTIGu& E .633 x 10 -3 .203 x 20 -4
2"33
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Although the selection of the tracking model has been made on the basis
of the position and velocity uncertainties, the effect of neglecting
tracking biases on the guidance errors has also been evaluated. Table 5-4
shows these results. The initial values of the guidance error uncertainties
and the final values for the nominal model are shown. Also the final values
of the guidance error standard deviations are shown for the cases where
(1) all the measurement biases are neglected and (2) all the station loca-
tion errors are neglected. Clearly both of these classes of error sources
are too important to be neglected from the model, if the guidance errors
are to be estimated.
The tracking radars that have been used for this study are in general
















































































































































to program number assigned to each error source
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THE ESTIMATION OF INERTIAL PLATFORM ERRORS
The principal results of the study are presented in this section. These
results show the feasibility of estimating the inertial platform errors
during a powered flight ascent by combining the telemetry and tracking
data.
The general method that has been used is to examine the behavior of a
covariance matrix of error dispersions along the nominal trajectory.
In particular, the amount by which the standard deviations of the guidance
errors reduced, was used as a criterion. Although no abs-lute figure of
merit has been defined for the amount by which these standard deviations
decrease, it has been assumed that a decrease in the 3o value of an error
source by an order of magnitude, would be significant; conversely, if the
standard deviation of a particular error was reduced by a small percentage,
it has been assumed that this error source could not be estimated very
well in an actual fitting process using real telemetry and tracking data.
In addition to the results for the nominal platform-tracking model, the
results of a number of parametric variations of the error sources are
presented. The objective for studying the error sources parametrically
was twofold. First, it was desired to determine whether the ability to
estimate each of the error sources depended on the relative accuracies
of the guidance error compared to the tracking accuracies, or whether there
are certain error sources that cannot be estimated regardless of the relative
accuracies. The second reason for presenting parametric data was simply
to show how the results changed for changes in significant parameters of
the model.
2-36








































6.1 ESTIMATION OF PlaTFORM ERRORS WITH NOMINAL TRACKING
A simulation of the combined platform-tracking system has been made with
an error model that includes (I) the first 20 guidance errors in Table 5-1,
(2) the first 34 tracking errors in Table 5-3, and (3) the uncertainties
in the six components of position and velocity. Although the primary
objective was to evaluate the behavior of the standard deviations of the
guidance errors, the uncertainty in the vehicle position (RMSP) and
velocity (RMSV) have also been included in the results.
The uncertainties in the vehicle position and velocity are about 30 meters
and 0.2 meters/sec as shown in Figures 6-i and 6-2. A breakdown of these
uncertainties into the DR, CR, and UP directions is also shown in the
figures. Although the magnitude of the dispersions has been reduced
considerably from the case where there was no tracking (Section 5.1), the
largest uncertainty is still the UP direction and the smallest is in
the DR direction.
As a point of interest, the ability to estimate the vehicle position and
velocity with the combined platform-tracking model was compared with an
estimate of the vehicle state with tracking only. In the complete version
of this summary report, the RMSP and RMSV were shown for large initial un-
certainties and no guidance errors in the model (Fig. 6-3, Philco-Ford
SRS TR-DAI569.) The position errors were less for the case where the
tracking and telemetry data were used; however, the velocity errors were
actually worse for this case. Upon closer examination of these results,
it has been concluded that the assumption of a large initial uncertainty
and no guidance errors in the model is not a fair evaluation of the value
of the tracking and telemetry data, compared to the tracking data alone.
An additional run was, therefore, made where the guidance errors were
included in the model, but they were not estimated. This is the "consider"
mode for error propagation (see Reference 3), and enables the estimation
process to account for the effect of guidance errors without reducing
their uncertainties. The results of this simulation are shown in Figures
6-3(a) and 6-3(b).







A comparison of Figures 6-1 and 6-3(a), as well as 6-2 and 6-3(b), shows
that the estimate of the positlon-veloclty state would improve if the tele-
metry data were included in an actual estimation of the state. This effect
is more pronounced for the velocity (.I_ m/sec in Figure 6-2 vs .34 m/sec
in Figure 6-3(b). The position state is also improved with telemetry and
tracking data (31 m in 6-1 vs 34 in 6-3(a)); however, the improvement seems
to be limited by the uncertainties in the CR and UP directions. The un-
certainty in the DR direction improves by almost a factor of 2 (3.7 m in
Figure 6-1 vs 7 m in 6-3(a)).
The behavior of the guidance error standard deviations for nominal tracking
may be sunTnarized with the aid of Table 6-1. The initial and final values
of the standard deviations are shown as well as the percentage decrease.
Five error sources showed no improvement along the trajectory for the
nominal case. These sources are:
I. Spin axis mass unbalance of the Z gyro
2. Anisoelastic drift Z gyro
3. Input axis mass unbalance of the Y gyro
4. Input axis mass unbalance of the X gyro
5. Threshold of the Z accelerometer
Typical time histories of the standard deviations of guidance errors
which did reduce are shown in Figures 6-4 through 6-7. Curve No. i
pertains to the nominal case.
In general, the greatest improvement in the standard deviations occurred
for those error sources which caused the largest dispersion in the trajec-
tory as shown in Table 5-1. An additional explanation for some specific
component errors may be found in terms of the acceleration levels. As shown
in Figure 4-3, the acceleration in the Z direction (CR) is very small. As
a result, the components that cause errors in this direction have less
effect and, therefore, their deviations do no improve significantly.
2-38





























































































































The numbers in this column are program numbers.








For example, the improvement in the knowledge of the Z accelerometer mis-
alignments in the X (No. 3), or Y (No. 6) direction is less than that of
the X accelerometer misalignment in the Y direction (No. 4), or the Y
accelerometer in the X direction (No. 2). Also the improvement in the Z
accelerometer bias (No. 12) was smaller than the improvement in the X or
Y accelerometer biases (Numbers i0 and II). (See Table 6-1 for these
comparisons.)
The results of simulating the combined platform-tracking system indicate
that it would not be possible, at least for the values of the tracking
accuracies that have been assumed, to significantly improve the uncertainty
of the platform error sources. Therefore if the only objective is to updatc
the guidance system during a flight, this method would not be feasible,
assuming the guidance errors were equal or less than their 3u values.
However, if the objective is a postfllght analysis, or if the tracking is
improved, the concluslonmay be considerably different.
6.2 ESTIMATION OF GUIDANCE ERRORS WITH ADDITIONAL KNOWLEDGE OF PLATFORM
In the previous section, the results were presented for the estimation of
the guidance errors with nominal tracking. In succeeding sections, the
estimation of these errors for improved tracking and degraded guidance
errors will be presented. However, before discussing the results for
parametric variations of the platform-tracking system, an important point
concerning the correlation between the initial platform errors (errors in the
accelerometer mlsalignments and the gyro misalignments) should be noted.
Preliminary results for estimating the guidance errors with improved
tracking showed that there was little improvement in the uncertainty of the
gyro misalignments or the accelerometer misalignments regardless of
how good the tracking was. This indicated that there was not enough











































platform misalignments and accelerometer misalignments. The complete
covariance matrix for the nominal simulation is included in Appendix A, and
can be used to explain this result. It shows that the normalized correlations
between (1) the Y accelerometer misalignment to the X axis and the platform
misaligmnent about the Z axis (C2/18), (2) Z accelerometer misalignment to
the X axis and the platform misalignment about they axis (C3/17), and
(3) the Z accelerometer misalignment about the Y axis and the platform
misalignment about the X axis, (C6/16), are almost unity. As a result a
large uncertainty in these three accelerometer misaligmnents prevents an
improvement in the knowledge of the initial platform misalignments.
In order to see the effect of additional knowledge of the platform on the
estimation of the initial gyro m!saligmnents, an additional simulation was
made assuming no errors in (1) the Z accelerometer misalignment about the
y axis, (2) the Z accelerometer misaligument about the X axis and (3) the
misalignment of the Y accelerometer about the X axis. For the nominal track-
ing with these three errors omitted the uncertainties in the three initial
gyro misalignments and the misalignment of the X accelerometer about the
Y axis reduces as shown in Figures 6-4 through 6-7, curve (2).
There is additional Justification for omitting these three platform error
sources. As stated in Reference 1 the misaligmnents of the Z accelerometers
would be eliminated before the flight by aligning the X-Y plane. In addition
some calibration on either the X accelerometer or Y accelerometer would
be necessary in order to be able to predict excessive variations in the
initial gyro drift about the Z axis. This was evident from runs that were
made with all five accelerometer misalignments. The result was that for
very large values of the initial variances of the gyro misalignments,
or very good tracking, no significant improvement was found in the uncertainty







For the parametric results that are presented in the following sections,
the following accelerometer errors were omitted from the model:
i. Z accelerometer misalignment in the direction of the X axis
2. g accelerometer misallgnment in the direction of the Y axis
3. Y accelerometer mlsalignment in the direction of the X axis.
6.3 ESTIMATION OF GUIDANCE ERRORS WITH IMPROVED TRACKING
Due to the fact that the ability to estimate the guidance errors with
nominal tracking has been found to be somewhat marginal, a number of
studies were made to investigate the system parametrically. The first
parametric study involved the tracking accuracies. Runs were made with
all the tracking error standard deviations (random and bias measurement
errors, and station location errors) reduced by factors of I0, i00, i000,
and finally, with random errors reduced by a factor of I000 and no bias
errors. These results are shown in Table 6-2. Typical time history for
the behavior of the guidance error standard deviations with improved
tracking are shwon in Figures 6-4 through 6-7. As shown in Table 6-2, all
of the significant guidance error uncertainties can be improved with
better tracking. Again, in general, the amount by which the guidance
errors improve depends on their relative effect on the trajectory. Of
the total 17 guidance error sources, the three errors which have the
least effect on the trajectory are:
(I) The input mass unbalance of the Y gyro
(2) The input mass unbalance of the X gyro
(3) The Z accelerometer threshold error
The uncertainty in these error sources does not improve significantly























































3oVALUE AT END OF TRAJECTORY






• 174-3 .632-4 .226-4 .622-5 .385-5
















The numbers in this Column are program numbers.
corresponding error source.







From the results presented in this section it may be concluded that, in
general, the feasibility of estimating the guidance errors does depend on
the relative accuracies of the guidance errors and the tracking errors.
Approximately one order of magnitude improvement in the tracking accuracies
would be required to obtain a significant improvement in the guidance error
uncertainties during an actual flight. In addition this improvement would
be contingent on a preflight calibration of three of the accelerometer
mlsalignments.
6.4 ESTIMATION OF GUIDANCE ERRORS WITH PERFECT KNOWLEDGE
OF THE TRAJECTORY END POINT
One method that was considered for improving the estimate of the guidance
errors was to track the vehicle in a parking orbit. That is, the telemetry
data and the tracking data would be combined in the same manner, only for
a parking orbit rather than a powered flight ascent. The end result of
this simulation would be an improvement in the knowledge of the end point
of the powered flight trajectory.
Before simulating the system for a parking orbit, a check was made to
determine the effect of perfect knowledge of the trajectory end point.
This would show the maximum decrease in the uncertainty of the guidance
errors and would represent the results for perfect tracking. Six equivalent
observations were made of the position and velocity states with zero
error variance. The results are summarized in Table 6-3. As shown in
the table there is very little improvement in the uncertainty of the
guidance errors by a perfect knowledge of the trajectory end point.
This indicates that there is even less knowledge that would be added to the
guidance error uncertainties as a result of tracking the vehicle in a





























THE EFFECT OF A PERFECT KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRAJECTORY


















































The numbers in this Column are program numbers.
the corresponding error source.







6.5 ESTIMATION OF GUIDANCE ERROR WITH LARGE INITIAL UNCERTAINTIES
In addition to using the combined platform-tracking system to improve the
knowledge of the vehicle state, or to update the guidance system during
a flight, a third and perhaps more useful application would be in a post-
flight analysis. For this latter objective it would be desirable to deter-
mine whether the guidance components performed normally, or whether there
was a malfunction.
To evaluate the feasibility of estimating the guidance errors in a post-
flight analysis, the combined platform-tracking system has been simulated
for parametric variations in the guidance errors themselves. Large initial
values of the guidance error standard deviations have been assumed to simu-
late a malfunction or a component error that was larger than predicted by the
3a nominal value.
A typical time history of the standard deviation of a guidance error
with a large initial uncertainty is shown in Fig. 6-8. A summary of
these results for all the guidance errors in the model, is given in
Table 6-4. Again, results are not included for the three accelerometer
errors Z to X, Z to Y, and Y to X. It was found that with these error
sources in the model, the standard deviations of the gyro misalignments
did not decrease, even for large initial values of guidance errors. How-
ever, with the assumption of a perfect knowledge of these errors, it is
possible to reduce the uncertainty in the gyro misalignments. The results
in Table 6-4 indicate that the uncertainties in the most important guidance
errors reduce significantly for large initial values of these uncertainties.
The uncertainties in the four least significant error sources (30, 23, 22,
and 15) do not decrease. However, this is because even with initial
values of I000 times the nominal initial values, these error sources



























































BEHAVIOR OF GUIDANCE ERROR UNCERTAINTIES
WITH
lARGE INITIAL VALUES OF THE ERROR SOURCES
3a VALUE AT END OF TRAJECTORY
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• 148- 4 . 146- 2
• 148-4 .146-2
15 .2-7 .2-5
The numbers in this Column are program numbers.
















Based on the results in Table 6-4, it may be concluded that it would be
feasible to estimate the guidance errors in a post-flight analysis. That
is, it would be possible to distinguish between those guidance errors
which performed nominally, and any error source whose numerical value
on a particular flight was considerably greater than its 3 o value.
6.6 ESTIMATION OF GUIDANCE ERRORS WITH INCREASED OBSERVATION RATE
For the nominal tracking model an observation rate of one per second was
used. One additional run was made to determine the effect of a reduced
observation rate on the guidance error uncertainties. Table 6-5 shows a
comparison of the guidance error uncertainties for i observation per
second and I0 observations per second at 7 minutes along the trajectory.
A decrease in the observation rate by an order of magnitude is seen to
reduce the guidance error uncertainties by at most a factor of 2. The



































































STATES AT 7 MIN.
NOMINAL CASE









































The numbers in Chis Column are program numbers.








6.7 ESTIMATION OF GUIDANCE ERRORS WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF TRACKING
In order to determine which type of tracking is the most effective for
reducing the guidance error uncertainties, two runs were made; one with
range observations only, and a second run with azimuth and elevation
measurements only.
Position uncertainty (RMSP) and velocity uncertainty (RMSV) for these
two cases are shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10, respectively. The uncertainty
in the guidance errors at the end of each of these runs is shown in
Table 6-6.
The results of this study show very little difference between the effective-
































































































The numbers in this Column are program numbers. See
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The over-all concept of combining telemetry and tracking data to estimate
either the trajectory or error parameters that affect the trajectoryhas
been found to be effective. However,the specific numerical results that
can be obtained are highly dependent on the accuracy of the guidance
system relative to that of the tracking system. As a result, the concept
is, at the present time, more useful for some of the applications that
were considered than it is for others.
The preliminary results presented in this report are mainly concernedwith
the importance of individual error sources in both the guidance and track-
ing systems. The effect of the guidance errors alone on the trajectory
uncertainty is about 0.5 km in position and 2 meters/second in velocity.
The most important error sources are the platform misalignments, the
gyro drifts, the accelerometer biases, and some of the accelerometer
misalignments and scale-factor errors. Some of the error sources, such as
the Z accelerometer scale factor and the X and y accelerometer misalignments
in the Z direction, do not have a significant effect on the trajectory due
to the low acceleration levels in the cross range direction. Other error
sources, such as most of the mass unbalances, anisoelastic drifts, and
accelerometer thresholds, do not cause any noticeable deviations in the
trajectory. The final guidance model included twenty significant
error sources.
The significant errors in the C-band radars included random and measure-
ment bias errors in range, azimuth and elevation, as well as the station
location errors. It was found that some of the station location errors
and some of the azimuth and elevation biases could be omitted from the
model. In addition to the random tracking errors, thirty-four bias errors
were included in the final model.
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The principal results of the report show the feasibility of estimating the
platform error sources, both for the purpose of updating the guidance sys-
tem during a flight and for a post-flight analysis. Although the primary
interest for this investigation was in estimating the platform errors, re-
suits are also presented for estimating the trajectory.
With both the guidance and tracking errors estimated, the uncertainty in
the vehicle state was better than when the guidance errors were not
estimated. This improvement was about a factor of 2 in the velocity un-
certainty. Therefore, it may be concluded that the combination of telem-
etry and tracking data improves the estimate of the state compared to the
use of tracking data alone.
For the tracking model used in this study, it may be concluded that the
Saturn V type inertial platform errors are so small that it is not possi-
ble to significantly reduce the uncertainties in these error sources
during a powered flight. The uncertainties in these error sources have
been found to be reduced by about 20 to 50 percent. With an order of
magnitude improvement in the present tracking accuracies, the significant
guidance errors could be updated, i.e., these uncertainties could be reduced
by about an order of magnitude. The general conclusion, therefore, is
that the extent to which the guidance error uncertainties can be reduced
does depend on the relative accuracies of the guidance components and
the tracking system.
A notable exception to the above conclusions is that the ability to esti-
mate the platform misalignments (orthogonal rotations), depends on a good
initial calibration of the accelerometer mlsalignments. It was found
that there is not enough information obtained from the telemetry-tracking
system to distinguish between platform misaligr_ments and accelerometer
misalignments. However, if the Z accelerometer misalignments are elimi-
nated, as well as either the X accelerometer misalignment in the Y direc-
tion, or the Y accelerometer misalignment in the X direction, then the
three initial platform misalignments can be tied down.
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The most effective use of the telemetry-tracklng system is perhaps for
a post-fllght analysis. For this type of analysis, it would be possible
to distinguish error sources that caused a malfunctio_ or more than normal
error, from those components whose errors were less than the 3o value.
This result has been obtained by assuming large initial values for the
guidance error standard deviations, and noting that there is a significant
decrease in the uncertainty of these errors along the trajectory.
Additional results have been presented which show that:
(I) a perfect knowledge of the trajectory
end point has little effect on reducing
the guidance error uncertainties,
(2) the effectiveness of range tracking alone
is about the same as the effectiveness of
azimuth and elevation angle measurements, and
(3) the effect of increasing the tracking
rate by a factor of 10 decreases the guidance










A complete covarlancematrlx as defined in (2-26) is presented in this
section. It is taken from the Powered Flight Error Propagation Program
(Reference 2) and llsts values from the nominal tracklng-guldance model
at the end of an ascent trajectory. The off-dlagonal numbers are normalized
in UP, DR, CR coordinates with standard deviations on the diagonal, where
y..
Standard Deviation = _PiJ
Normalized Correlations =
i=J
and Pij is computed by equations (2-19) and (2-22).
The output format can be broken into three sections.
i. Time of printout. In this case time is that from launch until
the end of the ascent trajectory
2. RMS position and velocity, where
RMSP = _PII + P22 + P33
RMSV = J P44 + P55 + P66



































































To identify the standard deviation of specific error sources (diagonal
terms) or the correlation between the bias error sources from the numbers
printed out on the left and top of each page, the following code is used.
Guidance Errors _ Numbers I through 30
Only 20 errors were included in the model.
The specific guidance errors defined by
these numbers are shown in page 3-3 and
Table 5-1.
Tracking Errors _ The first digit denotes the station. The
second and third digits specify the type
of tracking error.
Stations:
i Cape Kennedy FPS-16
2 Merit Island FPS-16
3 Patrick A.F.B. FPS-16
4 G. Bahama FPS-16
5 G. Bahama TI_-I8
6 Bermuda FPS-16
7 Bermuda FPQ-16














































01 Range _ meters
02 Range rate _ meters/set
03 Azimuth _ millirad
04 Elevation _ milllrad
05 Azimuth rate _ milllrad/sec
06 Elevation rate _ mi11irad/sec
07 Station latltude _ degrees
08 Station longitude _ degrees
09 Station altitude _ meters
10 Station clock _ seconds
The following examples illustrate the use of this numbering system:
. 308 _ Patrick AFB _longitude
10 _Accelerometer bias X-axis
The number in column 10 and row 308 (page A-3) is the
correlation between Patrick AFB longitude error and




The value in the DR column and roy 5 (page A-2) specifies
the correlation between the Y-accelerometer scale factor
error and the uncertainty in the dowurange coordinate.
The number in column 3 and row 22 (page A-3) gives the
correlation between Z accelerometer error into X-axis and
X-gyro input axis mass unbalance.
The item at column 11 and row U is the standard deviation








0 OAY 0 HRS 9 MIN 25.985 SEC
CURRENT RMS VALUES
RMSP= no28568ggE-Ol RMSV = 0.1747[[8E-03 1= 0,2033137E-04 2= O°5203584E-n4
CASE 3 REC. 10 EVFNT 8
3= 0.6876384E-04 4= 0.4735066E-04
5= 0.1983611E-04 6= 0.5794824E-04 10 = 0.3340303E-06
16= 0.5936066E-04 |7 = 0.8694120E-04 18= O.4qlT_75E-04
22= 0°1482978E-04 23= 0.1482969E-O& 27 = 0.3701221E-04
201= 0.1290303E-02 203= 0.2203202E-04 204= O.2064433E-04
308= O.4959798E-02 401= 0.3155088E-02 407= O.4882960E-02
508= 0.2639081E-02 601= 0.1197893E-01 607= 0.2311298E-01
704= 0.4026404E-04 707= 0.2460006E-01 708= 0.1059291E-01
807= 0,2049557E-01 808= 0.965009[E-02 809= 0.2542227E-01
q08= 0.2497937E-01 909= 0.4055488E-01
UP DR







2 -0.31743747E-01 -0.10336913E O0
3 0.63290792£-02 -0o67216609F-02
4 -0.33068204E~0I -0.528736q8E-Ol
















101 0o2868903[E-01 0,22127054E on
104 0.13846909£ O0 -0.14907918E-01
201 -0.55262423E-02 0.25125632E on
203 0.259L8534E O0 -0.26406754E O0
204 0,17827739E 00 -0.21501845E-01
301 0.20926240E-03 0.20629991E-01
303 0.25616890E O0 -0.26993509E 0n
304 0.17112139E O0 -0.55680295E-02
308 0,2532726_E-01 -n. T3812926E-01
401 -0.16629288£ O0 0.31832735E no
407 0.46470044E-01 -0o39728430E-02
408 0.30281117E O0 -0.449n3222E on
501 -0.14338370E 00 0.31505682E O0
507 0.80335412E-01 -0.24762694E-01
508 0.33263674£ O0 -0.47195243E 00
bOI 0.11023329E O0 -0.33417249£-01
607 0.55316677E O0 -0.51090577_ O0
608 -0o35311820E 00 0.26709825E O0
609 0.32326900E 00 -0.12389681E O0
701 0.19886422E O0 -0. I0378596E O0
704 -0.20387676E 00 0.17017608E OO
?07 0._1953E OO -0,35320872E O0
708 -0.37378172E O0 0°28361762E O0
709 0.4090538lE O0 -0,21908864E O0
801 -0.15565760E O0 0.23062857E O0
804 0°15335818E O0 -0.92463849E-01
8n7 0.1185208_E O0 -0.14842042E O0
808 n.4993277_E O0 -0.68294381E 00
809 0.93645363E-03 0.51056808E-01
g01 -0.69598460E-01 0.1n285743E O0
904 0.12663237E O0 -0.893357[IE-01
90? 0.14515272E O0 -0o25202802E O0
gO8 0.32385404£ O0 -0.49890124E O0
909 0.15861816E-01 0.67281840E-0!
11= 0.4181578E-06 12= 0.4485762E-06 15= 0.199951nE-07
lq= 0.22g4555F-06 2n= 0.1577291E-06 21= 0.1315124_-06
3n= 0,2006918E-02 lOl= O,1293153E-n2 104= 0.2660293E-04
301= O.4830693E-02 303= 0.2261715E-n4 304= 0.2158076E-04
408= 0.2713148E-02 501= 0.3007574E-02 507= O. A666228E-02
608= 0.I061544F-01 609= O.2156260E-nl 701= n.1239769E-01
709= 0.282134qE-01 801= 0.1204296E-01 804= 0.390936nE-04
901= 0°3463467E-01 904= 0.4252512E-04 907= 0.38gO744E-01
P MATRIX. STD DEV. ON nIAGONAL
CR uPn nRD CRD
-0.13398790E O0 0.82198008E O0 0°62302793E-01 -0.18234316E 00
-O.3459446IE 00 -3.53763217E 00 O,46gO7973E O0 -0.25564921E 00
0.20073430E-01 -0.16917249E 00 -0,73116032E O0 0,90566488E nn
0.I1693026E-03 -n. BlT05669E-01 -0°24253006E 00
o°29480641E-n4 -0.62105574E 00
0°12642160E-03
-3.14935736E O0 0.14909848E no -n.25194991E-OI -0,15599953E O0
0.2#144885E-01 -0.87517311E-01 -O.1485n257E O0 0,86882852E-01
-n.38867944E-03 -0.87547291E-02 n.24423477E-02 -0.[1494868E-01
0.I7000173E-01 -8.2411884RE-01 -0.14103926E 00 0°18750782E-01
0.20936755E-01 O.|1761894E-01 n.31634574E 00 -O°12132836E-nl
-0.61|00669E-32 0.52652875E-02 0.27914936E-01 0.28413349E-0[
-0.19381994E-01 -0.2179|579E-01 0°27908096E n0 0.22833622E-0|
-0.21347n65E-01 0.[7192540E-01 0.47877736E-01 -0.16825024E-01
0.50763714E-01 0.92941022E-01 -0.13063518E 00 0°10225735F-01
0.14651212E-02 3.10588128E-02 -0.42325672E-02 -0.19595403E-0_
-0.83067231E-02 0.718n5618E-02 0._TDgDW83E-01 0,318208_7_-01
0.1751830gE-02 0.88540602E-0[ -0.10968542E-0| 0o50698912E-01
n. Iz789325E-01 -0.q6662469E-01 -0.29722160E-01 0.10695265E on
-0.31353784E-01 -0.17247277E O0 0.I0118328E O0 -0,11564036E 0n
-n.12528340E 00 -0.268245R0£ no O°14521143E 00 -0.23311961E 00
-0.3625012gE 00 0.49Rg8253E O0 0o29741040E 00 -0.60257231E 0n
-0.14491146E-02 -0.52062195E-03 0.|n10591[Eo02 -0.34278661E-08
n,14921265E-02 3.45310488E-03 -0.10|86034E-02 0.28433008_-03
-0.22162350E-03 0°28959971E-02 -0.2989q794E-02 -0.1165789_E-02
-0.17468233E-32 0.94192744E-02 -0.50578q68E-02 -0.77576293F-02
9.72170274E-0[ 0.16218127E-01 0.24050656E-0| -0.12559606E-01
-0°154315_2E 00 0.3_57969E-O1 0.2nT10_64E 00 -0°78875697E-01
0.67%72512E-01 0.39227199E-02 0.16128408E-01 -0.19274487E-01
0.10222542E 00 9.11232743E 00 -0.21271355E-01 0.77499805F-01
-0.19654651E 00 0.50911494£-01 0.262047qBE 00 -0.I0110217E 00
0.67575242E-01 -3.[6787910E-01 -0.1319_222E-01 0.23985856E-01
O.I1732608E 00 0.I|150236E 00 -0.30200236E-01 O.80qI3138E-01
-0.20572191E 00 9°5274q346E-nl 0.26140123E 00 -0o10580n05E 00
0.62668495E-01 -0.78863024E-02 -0.22153402E-01 0o37946350E-01
-0o19364304E 00 -3°15716302E 00 0.20022825E 00 -O,lT315564E 00
-0.1881[714E-01 -0*41034572E-01 0.67213189E-01 -0*88960845E-01
0.21892686E 00 0.98585642E-01 -0.11390346E 00 O.11886989E 00
-n.21089155E 00 -0.[5546971_ 00 0.23096&?SE 00 -0°17118684E no
-o.25274959£-oi -0.33080983E-01 0.Dg228q55E-01 -0. Dlq26209E-01
0,21511480E O0 0.|0733914E 00 -0.98163224E-0| 0.12834586E O0
0.12334604E 00 0.38617338E 00 -O,17143|n3F 00 0°129841g_ 00
0.48640841E-01 3°28678795E on -0°15375272E-01 -0.25698951E-01
-0.20606870E 00 -0.67136844E 00 0°36232410E 00 -0o86781039_-01
-0.34525391E 00 0.11qg8919E 00 0.32895731E 00 -0.27896765E no
0.999891[7E-01 0°43647229E O0 -n.15325203E no O°DggDql12E-01
0.137_7527E-01 -8.14106087E O0 -0.DgnT1576F-02 0.289gW827F-0|
0.77683095E-01 0°14836934E 00 -0.31712322E-01 0.19642737=-01
-0.20|62018E 30 -0.68267053E 00 0.35822675E 00 -0o8|036389E-01
-0o29618463E 00 0.2|851676F 00 0.26649199E O0 -0.25533588E 00
-0o17340777E O0 -0,29151884E O0 0.28601842E O0 -0.27050570E O0
-0.68457761E-01 0.q4418038E-01 0o53651639E-01 -0o81068354E-01
9.12681832E 00 -0.7II13870E'-01 0.23954g14E-Ol -O.19299357E-02
0.54866196E O0 0.32375256E O0 -0.39142656E 00 0.50504562E 00
-0.97273146E-01 3.23903791E-01 0.82_02117E-01 -0.43833013E-02
-0.93541984E-01 -0.12727913E O0 n. I2941284E O0 -0.I4161520E O0
-O.g3658289E-02 O.R3975865E-01 0.21204894E-01 0o99069613E-02
0.30908509E O0 0.29923384E-01 -0.18182857E O0 O.21492740E 00
0o52864938E O0 0o28522425E no -0.42133666E O0 0.57661249E O0











































3 -0.21672424E-02 O.|668L603E-02 0.66763040E-04
4 O, ZOT6203?E O0 -0o67063317E O0 0.|9109790E-02
5 -0,13041863E O0 -O.|231Z295E O0 -0,3016_280E-02
6 -0.96063818E-03 -0,6602700|E-02 -0.15713332E-01
10 -0,75026130E O0 -0o|0299002E O0 -0.60572501E-03
11 0.87032021E-0| -O,3Lq33244E O0 -O.LOO3283KE-02
12 0,44075048E-02 O.L347601bE-01 -O.50643934E-OL
IS 0.12169724E-04 0.82176004E-03 -0.25526007E-02
16 -0.|3492|03E-02 -o,EqB51721E-02 -0.21372384E-01
17 0.93989032E-02 -0.72818338E-02 O.EBT3967bE O0
10 -0.79283624E-0_ -0,60202479E O0 -O.LO430522E-03
19 -O.|LT40qOSE-O| 0,93077|75E-02 -0,50734961E-0!
20 -0o29694742E-01 O.22683673E-O| 0*12030302E O0
21 O.632866TOE-OL -0.320LZOlOE O0 O. L3149978E-02
22 -0.340689|3E-03 -0.391T4873E-04 -0.16032746E-02
23 0.34712108E-03 0.49687926E-04 O.16481895E-OZ
2T 0.2030450|E-02 -0.31461415E-02 0.67636988E-03
30 -0.73206583E-03 0,692253|5E-0_ 0.11821526E-02
L01 -0.22269033E O0 -0.20391723E O0 0.33146577E-02
104 0.22987319E-0! -0.28987365E-01 -0.26181934E-03
201 -0.22226364E O0 -0.20479004E O0 0.54698228E-02
203 -O.L5111983E-O! -0.50686263E-02 -O. LT413161E-O!
204 0.27445040E-01 -0.3512S177E-01 -0.77795957E-03
301 -0.43600721E-OL -0.92098136E-0| 0.11972042E-01
303 -0.2681027LE-01 -0.18836214E-01 -0.15220766E-01
304 0.22507055E-01 -0.239422LZE-OE -0.47014391E-02
308 0.14042196E-01 -0.39472780E-01 O. 91616673E-02
401 O,L?394848E-OL -O,Z2932307E-O| 0.79600|54E-02
407 -0o138|7832E-0| -O.S3211963E-O2 -O.17776596E-01
408 0.10086498E O0 0.52032230E-01 0.2|46|746E-E1
50| 0.19298290E-O| -0.26923485E-0| 0.71098447E-02
SET -0.15543900E-01 -0.66739310E-02 -0,19706314E-01
506 0.10301203E O0 0.53365273E-01 0,20899052E-01
601 0.92144925E-03 -0,$3033293E-0| -0.|9724887E-01
607 0.|8629192E-01 0.70TO452EE-02 0.14670915E-0!
609 -0.33237319E-01 O,8LO47426E-01 0.70537580E-02
609 0.64089lS3E-0| 0.11855021E-0| 0.85632314E-02
TO[ 0.|7274407E-0| -0.50335536E-01 -0.16467096E-0|
704 -0.38235364E-0! -0.14447713E-02 -O,55615064E-OZ
707 -0.11845287E-01 0.71669410_-02 0.96540597E-02
TOO -O.3667TOqSE-O| 0.80372020E-01 0.70835656E-02
709 O.77938133E-OL 0.87766815E-02 0.10417647E-01
801 -0.250083|0E-01 -0.21691LBSE-01 0.20333130E-01
804 O.1246299|E-O| -0.87349636E-02 Oo57528Z48E-O2
807 -0.42190103E-01 -O,1526356qE-01 0.13740321E-31
808 -0.39620473E-OL 0°33350176E-01 O.97347648E-OZ
809 O.141061LOE-01 0.13466_2E-01 -0,13785928E-0!
901 -0,22415594E-01 -0.70364753E-02 0.94676890E-02
904 0.30789238E-02 0.16907003E-02 0.72112309E-03
907 -0.5631100TE-0| -0.35852308E-02 0.97478011E-02
908 -0.11290808E-0| 0.27081520E-0| -0.R8&46174E-02





12 -0.33664730E-01 0.17203711E-01 0.44857615E-06
15 -0.1692014|E-02 0.82352698E-03 -0.05679367E-02
16 0.22003570E-01 -0.32680851E-02 -0.13570403E O0
17 0.24976317E-02 0._45279_7E-02 0.223211TLE O0
18 0.58346219E-01 -0,19854958E 00 -0,64933473E-02
19 -0.1839034|E-02 0,11350349E-01 -D.SZ70979TE-OL
20 -0.45536782E-02 0.14044464E-02 0.57132550E-31
21 0°43474130E-0| -0.60265867E-02 0.17320353E-01
22 0.54532520E o 03 -O,475746q4E-03 0.25551_TbE-02
23 -0o57641705E-03 0.50615624E-03 -O.Zbq4789|E-02
27 -0.62964420E-03 0.90487893E-03 -0.52201395E-02
30 0.55102360Eo03 0.46916245E-02 -0.92065607E-02
101 0.20894830E O0 0.80832150E-01 0.23517546E-02
104 0,46989395E-01 O.04024q3bE-01 -0.35737423E-01
201 0.2026233TE O0 0,76751014E-01 -0.58294376E-02
203 0.39125530E-0| 0.50320139E-02 0.07956867E-01
204 0.61176604E-01 0°10226776E O0 -0.42993705E-01
301 0.38000740E-01 0.5031589TE-01 -0,52450573E-01
303 0,48330395E-01 0.10588135E-01 0.79570760E-01
304 0.64136127E-01 0.90075326E-01 -0.2456|329E-01
308 -0,|2812304E-Ol 0.39021031E-01 -0.43798367E-0|
401 -0.79168828E-02 0.55695711E-01 -0.14856|43E 30
437 0.14007439E-01 0.96815411E-02 -O,26030624E-01
408 -0.96548979E-01 0,12349262E-01 -0,78810285E-01
501 0,33254054E-02 0.62402488E-01 -3.14820|90E O0
507 0,25843069E-01 0.14040517E-01 -0,20640153E-0|
508 -0.89935512E-01 O.15TO336IE-01 -O,750610LOE-01
601 0.27059263E-01 -O.73907318EoOI -0.78407586E-0!
607 0,24400723E-01 0.41352144E-01 O.R6562953E-01
608 0.269102|3E-0| 0,10856011E-01 -0.12046895E-02
609 0.3655988TE-01 0,62348023E-01 0.70680287E-02
701 0o22822527E-0| -0.6296378TE-01 -0. 63579197E-0|
704 0.11066241E-0| -0.17006530E-0| -0.26927563E-01
707 0.28937076E-0| 0.26025730E-01 0.61408105E-01
708 0.27709330E-01 0.68129603E-01 -0.46750144E-02
709 O.21923295E-01 0,59423184E-01 0.24307496E-OL
801 0.34604023E-0| -0,40865392E-01 0.06774256E-0|
804 0,12156949E-0| 0.151972?3Eo01 -0.11178334E-31
807 0.36320993E-01 -0.36277352E-01 O. LI382794E _0
800 0.30456480E-01 -O.ZO390262E-02 0.75485395E-01
809 0.19323525E-01 0.14125028E-01 -3.23428109E-31
901 0,24067353E-01 -0.24170110E-01 0.41239360E-0|
904 0.20376445E-01 0.12641403E-01 -0.18057255E-02
93T 0.24086804E-01 -0.20581882E-01 0.66Z_I663E-_|
908 -0.55769101E-02 0,3746745TE-01 -O.Z6557157E-O|

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































303 0o48353119E-01 0,19930S14E O0 O.22617145E-04
306 O°14755737E O0 -0.2718S266E O0 -0.8174114SE-02
308 0o70?|7709E-02 0°96342453E O0 0.2160S643E O0
601 0.19717232E-01 0.34627173E-02 -0.70805715E-0|
607 -0.10632964E-02 -0.1937748qE-01 0.11880585E O0
608 o.glq7086|E-02 -0.2|1732S44E-01 0,163e4379E O0
501 0.42656852E-0| O. SS307SO4E-O2 -0,62740105E-0|
507 O°2000q55bE-O| -0°180S3776E-0| 0,13651138E O0
508 0.27080866E-0| -0.211|3845E-01 0.|7551623E 00
60| -0.726628|SE-0| -0.93449084E-02 -0.3773606SE-0|
607 0.10280386E O0 0.22S0826T_-0| 0,21083S90E O0
608 0°|2860131E O0 -0,22846764E-01 0°56561094E-03
609 0.18252858E O0 -0,179qsOI6E-01 O. 780356|4E-31
701 -0.50736107E-01 -0.99S73|76E-02 -0.|27834SSE-0|
706 -0.30S28484E-01 0.144164SIE-02 -0.$713212qE-01
707 0.6458978SE-01 0.229074SIE-01 0.|S?48368E O0
708 0.1233866¥E O0 -0,22725752E-0| -0.56096984E-02
709 O°lbqqo91bE O0 -0.15S336SQE-01 O.9qOO222SE-O 1
801 0.$2036S70E-02 0.213712SOE-01 -0.47351860E-32
806 0.42176676E-01 O. 703090T4E-02 0.6S909881E-01
807 -0.42520338E-02 0°3S325767E-01 0.12526323E O0
808 O.q9629032E-02 0.261S69S9E-01 0.206S3904E O0
BOq 0.51072866E-0! -0.2SOS6206_E-01 -0.30963170E-0|
qOl -O°S047804?E-03 0.10829040E-0! -0.13363982E-01
904 O°39641R§2E-OI -0,845609S7E-03 0°333986SIE-01
90T -0o3597625¥E-01 0.37896001E-01 0.10?14690E O0
908 -0.19863349E-02 0.8S240884E-02 0.13379221E O0




408 0.65S|7434E O0 0.27131680E-02
SOl O.6371279SE-01 -0.[0672117E O0 0.30075738E-02
507 0,25401766E O0 Oo121LbZISE 00 0.79678|_7E 00
S08 0.10862803E O0 0.3866031SE 00 0.49280622E O0
601 -0.60972943E-01 -0.903|2834E-01 -0.$7394538E-01
607 0°761960S6E-0| 0.2906S203E 00 -0°9991S427E--01
608 0.76192143E-01 0.11311134E-01 0.1364_785E O0
609 0.31S18006E-0| O. 7476SqO6E-01 0.424S8398E-0|
701 -0.55813668E-0| -0.5095S33_-0| -0.68S0_87qE-01
706 -0.69954026E-02 -0.$9101S03E-01 0.36355607E-01
707 0.656S6387E-01 0.2116283SE O0 -0.69606863E-01
708 0°7S047882E-0| 0°18668687E-02 0.|390799|E O0
?09 0.2786616qE-01 0.1|669880E O0 0.79129606E-02
801 0.10067967E O0 0.26086450E-01 o.q?8472S4E-O|
804 0.3023|4S7E-0| 0,51675564E-01 0.18|67752E-02
807 0.11S76164E O0 0.19317642E O0 -0.30720472E-01
808 -O.520831aOE-O| 0.33630805E O0 -0.24179763E 30
80q -0.516892|8E-01 -0.71276795E-01 0.15792706E-01
901 0.29106450E-01 0.31536TSSE-02 0.4062tS01E-01
904 -0°$6SSSS13E-02 0°36S9567SE-01 -0°|4589696E-0|
qO? 0°31352400E-0| 0°|790486qE O0 -0.92069289E-01
908 -0,7556S60SE-01 0.|9080786E O0 -0.t9023726E 03




608 0,181S3809E O0 0,|06|$442E-01
609 -0.303699B9E O0 0.1744080TE O0 0.2|$62597E-0|
701 -0.56117603E-01 -0.66999499_ O0 -0.12061781E O0
706 -0.13331529E O0 0.38231868E-01 -0.76817136E-01
707 0,30194765E O0 0.12788677E-01 0.|6|26943E O0
708 -0.38|12070E-Ol O.72S37EtOE O0 0.|726159SE O0
709 0.266988|9E O0 0,10|9901qE O0 0.285731TSE 00
80| 0.24074252E-01 0.29851S23E O0 0.75984033E-01
B04 0.10090136E O0 -0.16802906E-02 0.79S40808E-01
807 0.20S3054|E O0 O°|0669qOOE O0 0°SS444_96E-0|
eoo 0.$7281887E O0 -O.2S82q|I4E 00 0.984565|7E-02
80q -0,490|7978E-0| 0°16136001E-01 0.36361946E-OL
901 O,1068991SE-01 0.13044783E O0 0.36372642E-01
q04 0.7286483SE-01 -0.20636783E-01 0.$3221151E-01
907 0.17697239E O0 -0.62035746E-0| -0.2860|9S6E-01
908 0.18120362E O0 -0.30509626E O0 -0.7666181SE-01





801 0.29691163E O0 0.6768004|E-01
804 -0.55660755E-02 0.87205524E-01
S07 0.10062004E O0 O.?|151TO?E-01
808 -0.26913SO|E O0 0. RB70962bE-01
809 0.168S9886E-0| 0.25063304E-01
901 O.|2gs86|gE O0 0,2410SS76E-0|
904 -0.23253629E-01 0.61077052E-01
907 -0.66383328E-01 0°47181860E-02





904 0.10668612E-01 -0.27265326E O0
907 -0.6627S773E-0| 0.8316|186E O0
908 0.13965372E-01 -0.6|514S33_ O0
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i.i GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The primary objective of the Navigation and Guidance research task of Con-
tract NAS8-20358 is to critically assess the influence of the constraints
imposed on the study performed under Contract NAS8-11198 on the results
obtalned (1)*. Research under Contract NAS8-11198 established the basic
requirements for an Advanced Spaceborne Detection, Tracking and Navigation
System capable of performing future interplanetary missions. The constraints




The assumption that the only significant error sources are
random in nature.
The original choice of 1975 round-trlp Mars trajectory.
In order to analyze the influence of these constraints on the previous
results, several tasks had to be completed:
(i) Research and analysis of the literature available on the
techniques used to estimate the various physical constants
that are required to specify an interplanetary trajectory.
The uncertainty associated with each of these estimates con-
stitutes a bias error in the equations of motion of a spacecraft.
(2) Determine the types of measurement bias errors to be considered.
(3) Derive suitable mathematical models to analyze the influence
of the equation of motion and measurement bias errors on the
trajectory estimation process.
(4) Develop methods for data presentation which indicate the
importance of the bias error sources.
(5) Determine the areas which require future research.







The scope of the study includes an evaluation of the onboard navigation
system performance under the influence of the following bias errors.
(i) Equation of Motion Errors
a. Uncertainty in the Astronomical Unit conversion
b. Uncertainty in the Earth's mass
c. Uncertainty in Mars' mass
d. Uncertainty in the solar radiation pressure
(2) Measurement Biases
a. Sextant bias in onboard measurement
b. Time bias in onboard clock
1.2 STUDY FORMAT
The effect of bias errors on the navigation system performance may vary
considerably depending on the mission itself. This study is designed to
identify the error sources and show their effect on the system performance
for a variety of trajectories.
The study was performed in four basic steps• The results of each step are
presented in the order that they were performed.
(i) Analysis of applicable filter theory
(2) Analysis of bias error sources
(3) Computer simulation













































THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL ESTIMATION PROCESS
The function of the navigation system, as defined in this report, is to
obtain an estimate of vehicle state based on either direct observations of
the vehicle (Earth-based tracking) or observations of celestial bodies
whose positions are known (on-board tracking). The purpose of this section
is to summarize the error analysis techniques that have been used to study
the effects of measurement and equation of motion parameter uncertainties on
the vehicle state estimation process.
The analysis of the orbit estimation process is based on the filtering theory
of Kalman (2) and the orbit determination application by Schmidt (3'4'5).
The theory for including measurement and equation of motion bias type errors
into the optimal orbit estimation process is presented in References 1 and 6.
These references show three different techniques by which the bias errors
in the estimation process can be handled. Each technique produces an
optimal estimate but under a different assumption concerning the modeling of
the dynamic and/or measurement bias error sources. The techniques are as
follows:
(I) Neglect - In this case, the state being estimated is simply
the three components of vehicle position and velocity. The
dynamic and measurement models are assumed to be known per-
fectly and there are no bias errors in the physical process
being analyzed. The effect of uncertainties in system
parameters are neglected.
(2) Include - This technique allows for an expansion of the state
vector to include specified dynamic and measurement parameters
that produce bias error sources. The optimal estimation process
fits the measurement data to the model to obtain a best estimate
of the vehicle state and the system parameters simultaneously.
(3) Consider - With this type of analysis, the measurement and
dynamic parameters are not included in the state vector being
estimated but the effects of the uncertainties in these parameters
are considered in the estimation process. An optimal estimate
of the state is obtained under the constraint that specified
unsolved-for system parameters have constant uncertainties







Each of these techniques has both favorable and unfavorable aspects. If
the bias errors are neglected, the state vector is reduced in dimension
and correspondingly the number of computations required in the estimation
process is reduced. Alternately, the removal of bias errors from a problem
in which they can significantly influence the results being obtained causes
the state estimates that are obtained to have optimistic uncertainties
attached to them. The implication here is that an analysis must be made to
establish the relative importance of measurement and dynamic bias error
sources to a particular orbit estimation process. On the basis of this
analysis, the method for treating each of the error sources can be established.
The allowable total size of the state vector would be limited by the
computer capability either ground or onboard in terms of its size and speed.
Within these limitations, the filtering techniques used for the various bias
errors sources in the order of decreasing importance would be to include,
consider, and neglect them.
Section 2 of the final report presents a detailed mathematical description
of the derivation of the optimal filter for each of the three processing
techniques described above. Due to the length of the derivations, they are
omitted from this stmxnary document. Section 2 also contains a description
of some recent developments on techniques for efficient parametric analysis
of navigation system performance. The mathematical theory is based primarily
on the fine work of Gunckel (7). The analysis techniques apply to two areas:
(i) the effect of bias errors that are not included in the optimal filter
and (2) the effect of varying the initial state variable (bias errors) uncer-
tainty covariance matrix. The important feature of these techniques is that
they are applied to the data obtained at the conclusion of a single computer
run of an orbit determination simulation. The parametric analysis is accom-
plished by means of matrix manipulations of the end point data and thereby
eliminates the need for making a large number of computer analysis runs
when scanning a range of parametric values of the initial error variances.
3-4
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ANALYSIS OF BIAS ERROR SOURCES
This section presents a description of the bias error sources that are
considered in this study. There are two basic types of bias error sources
of interest: (I) equation of motion parameters and (2) measurement para-
meters. These parameters enter the estimation process because even though
an estimate is available for each parameter there is some degree of uncer-
tainty associated with it. The use of the term bias error to describe these
errors arises from the fact that although the expected difference between
the parameter estimate and its true value is zero, the uncertainty (standard
deviation) in the estimate allows for a constant error to exist. The actual
difference between the estimate and the true value enters the estimation
process as a constant.
The equation of motion error sources that are included in the analysis are:
(I) astronomical unit conversion, (2) mass of the Earth, (3) mass of Mars,
and (4) solar radiation pressure. The measurement error sources evaluated
are a bias in the on-board sextant measurement and a bias in the onboard
clock.
The information presented in this section is a sun_ary of the final report
and the midterm progress report, entitled, "Influence of Uncertainties In
the Astronomical Unit Conversion and Mars Planetary Mass on Earth-
Mars Trajectories."(8)
3.1 EQUATION OF MOTION BIASES
The various methods used in estimating the heliocentric and planetary
constants are described in References 9 through 14. They present the results
of several determinations of the ratio of the astronomical unit to laboratory







3.1.1 Astronomical Unit Conversion
The analysis of the astronomical unit (A.U.) presented here and the results
in Section 5 are an extension and generalization of the work reported in
Reference 5 by S. Henrick, et al.
The ratio of the A.U. to the equatorial radius is the "solar parallax"
expressed in radians (Figure I). Then the desired ratio of the kilometer
R
WHERE a E
_EARTH EQUATORIAL RADIUS (KM)
R -EARTH SUN MEAN DISTANCE (KM)
___SOLAR PARALLAX
Figure i Solar Parallax
to the A.U. embodied in the mean Earth distance, R, is related to the solar
parallax as follows:
a
R -- _ (3-1)
TT
where
a s = Earth equatorial radius
= Solar parallax





























The relative uncertainty in the ratio is
A= aa ¢
i- " . a (3-2)
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The effect of the relative uncertainty, .', in the ratio will appear in
the initial geocentric position and velocity of the vehicle if they are
expressed in the astronomical unit. The result of this uncertainty on a
Hohmann transfer to Mars is shown in Figure 2.
3.1.2 Planetary Mass
The target approach phase of an interplanetary trajectory is a target
centered hyperbola. The characteristics of this trajectory are determined
by the vehicle velocity state relative to the target at the time the "sphere
of influence ''(16) is reached and the planetary mass of the target body. The
vehicle velocity state relative to the target at this time is determined by
the particular heliocentric transfer trajectory that is used. The following
is a summary of the effect of a planetary mass uncertainty on an approach
trajectory.
The error in planetary mass is related to an error in the semi-major axis
of the approach hyperbola through the vis-viva equation.








































































a = seml-major axis
= planetary mass




--_ - --_ (3-5)
a
i The uncertainty in the angle between the approach and regression asymptotes,
48, can be expressed in terms of v and the semi-minor axis, b, as
!
I 2 2 4 b 2v t_ /v +
(3-6)
I Figure 3 presents the deviations in the scattering angle at Mars as a function
of v= and distance of closest approach. The planetary mass uncertainty,
| _ -o._ I
_,_ _ v_: 2KM/SEC
| _ -0.2
n
m z_ -o.! v_=6 KM/SEC
8 KM/SEC
0
0 10 20 30 40 50








Figure 3 Mars' Scattering Angle Deviation




_- , is 0.0047. These data were obtained by taking the difference between
a nominal scattering angle and scattering angles obtained when using perturbed
values of the planetary gravitational constant, _, in a conic trajectory
program. The difference results obtained in this manner for the stated
planetary mass deviation agree quite well with the linear deviation ex-
pressed by equation (3-6).
The deviation In Mars close approach distance as a function of planetary
mass and close approach distance (RCA) is shown in Figure 4. The data
in Figure 4 indicate that an uncertainty in the planetary mass of the order
of 150 km3/sec 2 causes close approach deviations from _2 km for a high energy
trajectory to _15 km for a very low energy trajectory. The deviations on the
low energy trajectory increase to ±35 km for a close approach distance of
50,000 km. These data show that the planetary mass uncertainty is an
important factor for missions requiring terminal accuracies on the order
of 15 km and less.
The entry corridor at Mars with a 5 mb atmosphere is approximately 20 km (17)
or _I0 km from a nominal trajectory. This indicates that for an atmospheric
entry mission, a low energy approach trajectory could have significant devia-
tions due to the uncertainty in the planetary mass.
The deviation in close approach distance at Earth is less than El km for a
planetary mass uncertainty of 15 km3/sec 2. This indicates that for an
entry mission at Earth the planetary mass uncertainty is not a very signi-
ficant factor. The data shown in Reference 18 indicates that the entry
corridor at Earth is 21 km for a vehicle with a L/D ratio of one and a
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3.1.3 Solar Radiation Pressure
In the trajectory analysls of a spacecraft, a knowledge of the envlronmental
forces acting on the vehlcle is required. An important component of the
spacecraft envlronmental force is that due to radiation. While radiation
is generally considered as a mode of energy transfer, it is well known that
momentum is also transferred by radiation. The forces resulting from this
momentum transfer can have an important influence on the trajectory of a
spacecraft.
The primary interest in thls study centers on the effects of uncertainties
in the solar radiation force acting on the vehicle. The analysis presented
in Section 5 treats the solar radiation force uncertainty as a bias error.
The analysis examines the ensemble behavior of the vehicle state through
the state convarlance matrix. The solar pressure enters the equations of
motion as follows.
The equation of motion of the spacecraft may be written as follows:













Using the partitioned form of equation (3-7) I
= F'(R, V, U, t)
The function F' may be written as follows:
(3-8) i
= _ _ V,t + + _ pj (3-9) I
r i:1 ri } J=l |
3-12 I
























Pj are perturbation accelerations due to drag, oblateness,
solar pressure, etc.
The form of the solar radiation pressure in the pj term of (3-9) is assumed














is the radius vector from the sun to the vehicle
is the magnitude of R
s
is a constant including the reflectance of the vehicle,
the vehicle's mean sun-directed surface area and the
vehicle's mass.
An uncertainty in the constant k of (3-10) produces an uncertainty in
' sp'
the solar radiation pressure acceleration.
3.2 MEASUREMENT BIASES
The measurement biases considered in the analysis of Section 5 are: (I)
onboard clock bias, and (2) an angle bias in the sextant measurements.
The manner in which these bias errors enter the estimation process is
through the gradient of the measurement with respect to the biases. The
following is the measurement gradient for the sextant type planet-star
observation that is used in the analysis. The measurement sensitivity







R Position state-radius vector from the central body
to the vehicle
V Velocity state-inertial velocity relative to the
central body
m Time bias-error in onboard clock
5 Angle bias-error in sextant instrument
The sextant star-planet angle measurement is made in the plane defined by
the vector from the vehicle to the star and the vector from the vehicle
to the body being observed.
The total measurement gradient that is desired is the following:
Hz = (_ ; _ ; _-_; _) (3-li)
The total measurement gradient with respect to the state and the two biases
is shown below.
H = ; 0; t ; [ p (3-12)
z P
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= Unit vector vehicle-star
P = Planet velocity
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The analysis of the bias errors described in Section 3 has been performed
using three digital computer program simulations. They are: (I) Patched
Conic A.U. Program, (2) Planetary Mass Program, and (3) Mark II Error
Propagation Program.
4.1 PATCHED CONIC A.U. PROGRAM
The Patched Conic A.U. Program simulates the effect of a change in the
A.U. Conversion to a laboratory unit on the planetary ephemeris and shows
the resulting effect on an interplanetary trajectory. In the ephemeris
model used, a change in the A.U. is accompanied by changes in the radial
distances of the planets and the mass of the Sun. These changes maintain
the angular frequencies of the planets constant.
The program obtains an Earth-Mars (Mars-Earth) heliocentric conic trajectory
with a specified flight time and transfer angle. The heliocentric conic
is then patched to a Mars (Earth) centered conic trajectory at the sphere
of influence. The A.U. conversion factor is then perturbed causing
changes in the positions and velocities of Earth and Mars. The gravitational
constant is also changed. The result of these changes is that the initial
vehicle state relative to the Sun deviates from the nominal conditions.
The vehicle position is changed with the change in the Earth's positon.
The vehicle velocity relative to the Sun is changed through the change in
the Earth's velocity. The perturbed heliocentric trajectory is patched to
Mars and the approach trajectory differences from the nominal computed.
4.2 PLANETARY MASS PROGRAM
The Planetary Mass Program is designed to analyze the effect of uncertain-
ties in planetary mass on interplanetary approach trajectories. The
characteristics of a planetary approach trajectory are determine by vehicle







planetary mass. The program uses a conic trajectory. The magnitude of the
vehicle velocity state at the sphere of influence, V_, is a program input
used to simulate approach trajectories of different energies. The flight
path angle of the approach velocity vector is used as a control by the
program to obtain a trajectory with a specified distance of closest approach.
After the generation of the desired nominal approach trajectory, the program
perturbs the planetary mass and computes the differences between the perturbed
approach trajectory and the nominal.
4.3 MARK II ERROR PROPAGATION PROGRAM
The Mark II Error Propagation Program is used in the statistical analyses
of the effects of the bias errors on the navigation system performance.
The Mark II program, with modifications incorporated during the study, is
capable of statistically analyzing the effects of the bias errors for each
of the three techniques described in Section 2: (i) Neglecting, (2) Inclu-
ding, and (3) Considering. The parametric analysis techniques described
in Section 2 have also been added to the program capability.
The program is capable of analyzing the effects of the following bias errors.
a. Sextant Bias (Modification added during study)
b. Onboard Clock Bias
c. Earth Planetary Mass Uncertainty
d. Mars Planetary Mass Uncertainty
e. Solar Radiation Pressure Uncertainty
A basic assumption used in the program is that llnearity is satisfied in
the neighborhood of a nominal trajectory. The state covariance matrix is
propagated along the nominal trajectory with the transition matrix. At
each measurement time the covariance matrix is updated through the use












































The results presented in this section show the effects of bias errors on the
performance of an onboard navigation system. These results are an evaluation
of the navigation system requirements generated in the original study (1)
with the constraint that only random errors were considered in the analysis.
The analysis is performed for the midcourse phases of both the outbound
Earth to Mars trajectories and the return Mars to Earth trajectories.
The navigation analysis is limited to the use of an onboard sextant measuring
device with a random error of I0 arc seconds. The initial study showed
that an instrument of approximately this accuracy was capable of performing
the Earth-Mars round trip navigation such that _+3.5 km entry corridors were
achieved at both Mars and Earth. The onboard measurement schedules used
for the outbound and return trajectories were selected in the original
study. The analysis of the schedule selection is in Reference I.
There are several trajectories utilized in the following sun,sary analyses.
The statistical analyses with the Mark II program use the same round trip
nominal trajectory used in the original study. This nominal trajectory
has a 235 day outbound and 296 day return with a 40 day stay at Mars.
The Patched Conic A.U. Program and Planetary Mars program are used to
analyze equation of motion error effects on a large number of trajectories.
The trajectories analyzed include transfer and approach trajectories of
practical interest.
5.1 EARTH-MARS TRANSFER
The results of two forms of analysis are presented below for the outbound
trajectories. The first type of analysis evaluates the trajectory devia-







deviations in the equation of motion parameters. These analyses are
performed with the Patched Conic A.U. Program and the Planetary Mass
Program. The second type of analysis is a statistical evaluation of the
effect of bias errors on the navigation system performance. These results
are obtained with the Mark II Error Propagation Program.
5.1.1 Equation of Motion Errors
The equation of motion bias errors analyzed are uncertainties in the
following: (I) A.U. conversion, (2) Earth and Mars planetary masses, and
(3) solar radiation pressure.
5.1.1.1 A.U. Conversion. The sample data and results presented in this
section were generated using an uncertainty in the conversion of the A.U.
to kilometers of +i000 km. This is slightly larger than the uncertainty
for the 1963 adopted value.
The approach phase of a number of Earth-Mars trajectories is analyzed to
determine the navigation and guidance requirements due to the uncertainty
in the A.U. conversion. Five heliocentric transfer angles are used with
flight times for each from I00 to 500 days. Three trajectories of interest
are included in the analysis. They are: (i) Hohmann transfer 180 degrees,
260 days, (2) Mariner IV trajectory 160 degrees, 228 days, and (3) High energy
outbound leg of round-trip trajectory 270 degrees, 235 days. The results
presented here are restricted to the 160 degree transfer trajectories
with various flight times.
The trajectory data and corresponding target approach deviations are shown
in Figures 5A and 5B. Part A of the figure shows the flight time, launch
velocity, and target approach velocity as a function of the direction of
the hyperbolic approach asymptote, s. Part B shows the deviation in
close approach distance for a I000 km change in the A.U. conversion to
kilometers. The 160 degree transfers show two deviation minimums. These



































































































































































































effect of the uncertainty in the A.U. conversion on the close approach
distance. The Mariner IV trajectory is one that is near a minimum. The
228 day 160 degree transfer has a deviation of 175 km for a I000 km uncer-
tainty in the conversion.
The trajectories marked with an asterisk on Figure 5B are analyzed to
determine the approach guidance velocity required to correct the deviations.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6. The solid lines
indicate the dV required for a fixed time of arrival (FTA) and the dotted
lines the requirements for a variable time of arrival (VTA). The curves
show that the requirements for FTA are nearly the same for all the trajec-
tories shown. A correction at the sphere of influence requires about I0
meters/second and grows to approximately 200 meters/second as periaries is
approached. The 8V requirements for the VTA guidance law show a wide vari-
ation depending on the specific trajectory selected.
The trajectory that has a small close approach deviation, curve i in Figure
6, has a velocity requirement that ranges from less than I meter/second at
the sphere of influence to 8 meters/second at periaries. The remaining
VTA curves in Figure 6 show larger _V requirements that range from 2
meters/second to 40 meters/second for the trajectories with larger devia-
tions. These requirements are considerably smaller than those required
with a FTA guidance law.
The time at which a reasonable guidance correction can be made is determined
by the navigation system. The error in estimate of the end constraints
must be belowa predetermined level before the guidance maneuver can be
executed. The selection of an entry mission at Mars with a +I0 km entry
corridor defines tolerable limits on the end constraint deviations.
Figure 7 shows the error in estimate of the end constraints for three
approach trajectories of different energies. The navigation measurements
are made with a i0 arc second sextant. Measurements are taken every 15
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in each of the inplane position coordinates and 0.2 meters/second in the
velocity coordinates. These errors correspond to the actual deviations
that occur at the time of patch to the target due to a i000 km uncertainty
in the A.U. conversion. Due to the onboard observations, the error in
estimate of the constraints is quickly reduced tc less than I00 km. It
then remains relatively constant until the last few hours of the approach.
The error in estimate is sufficiently small for an entry mission approximate-
ly 3 or 4 hours prior to periarles on each trajectory.
Figure 6 indicates that this time corresponds to corrections of 50 to 70
meters/second for a FTA guidance law. The VTA guidance requirements at
this time are less than i0 meters/second. A FTA guidance policy allowing
for two approach corrections could reduce the total 6Vrequired considerably
from the 50-70 meters/second required for a single correction.
5.1.1.2 Mars' Planetary Mass. The results presented in this section show
the navigation and guidance requirements for controlling the approach
trajectory under the influence of an uncertainty in the planetary mass.
The results assume that the midcourse guidance system has controlled the
vehicle to the sphere of influence perfectly. The only equation of motion
uncertainty considered is the planetary mass.
The time history of the growth in the predicted deviations in close approach
distance and B magnitude based on the state deviation is shown in Figure 8.
These data were obtained using a planetary mass uncertainty of 130 km3/sec 2
and a close approach distance of 5000 km. The curves all display the
characterlatlc of having very small deviations until 4 to 8 hours before
periaries. The deviations then grow rapidly to values from 2 to 15 kilometers.
The approach guidance AV required to correct these deviations is shown in
Figure 9 as a function of time along the trajectory. The requirements
are shown for both FTA and VTA guidance laws. The AV required on these
trajectories for each guidance law is between i and I0 meters/second
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The time at which a guidance correction can be made is determined by the
capability of the navigation system to estimate the end point deviations
to a satisfactory accuracy. The capability of an onboard navigation system
using a I0 arc second sextant to estimate the end constraints is shown in
Figure 10. The results are shown for three nominal trajectories with
different energies. The parameters being estimated include the vehicle
state and the planetary mass. The initial vehicle state uncertainty is
assumed to be zero and the uncertainty in the planetary mass is 130 km3/sec_
The tolerable error in estimate for an entry mission is shown on Figure I0
as _3.3 km. The times on these trajectories that this level is reached
are 2 days 19 hours for the trajectory with V= = 2.0 km/sec and 1 day 12
hours for the V_ = 4.0 km/sec trajectory. Using these correction times
in Figure i0 shows the guidance velocity requirements are approximately 1
meter/set for a VTA guidance law and 3 meters/set for FTA guidance law. The
significance of these approach corrections in terms of the total mission is
discussed in Section 6.
5.1.1.3 Statistical Analysis. The statistical analysis of the navigation
system is performed with the Mark 11 Error Propagation Program. The measure-







The results presented in Figure Ii show the effect of neglecting the
equation of motion bias errors on the error in estimate of the end point
A
constraint, _.T. The T vector is in the trajectory plane. The number 4
curve in each figure shows the expected error in estimate of the end
constraint under the assumption of a perfect physical model. These uncer-
tainties are due to injection errors and random errors in the
measurements. These results correspond to those obtained in the original
study, tl)"" The three remaining curves in each figure show the additional
error in estimate due to the neglected uncertainties in the planetary
masses of Earth and Mars and the solar radiation pressure. The planetary
mass uncertainties used are 15 k_3/sec 2 for the Earth and 150 km3/sec 2 for
Mars. These are approximately the uncertainties for the 1961 adopted
values. The assumed form of the solar radiation pressure acceleration is
3-27
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The solar radiation constant, k is a function of the vehicle mass,
sp '
vehicle area projected normal to the vehicle-sun line, and the surface
reflectance. For a hypothetical vehicle with a reflectance of one, a
constant normal area of i00 square feet, and a weight of 200 pounds, the
constant, ksp, is approximately 107 km3/sec 2. The results shown in
Figure ii are for an uncertainty in the solar radiation pressure constant
of 106 km/see 2 or 10%.
The characteristics of the three curves in Figure Ii showing the error due
to neglecting the uncertainties in the planetary masses and solar radiation
pressure are the result of the following effects. The initial uncertainties
show the error each would introduce if no navigation measurements were taken.
At different points in time, each of the errors begins decreasing due to
the measurements that are being taken. The decrease in error begins to
occur at a time when the equation of motion error source has had some
influence on the trajectory and the navigation system is estimating the
perturbed trajectory. For example, the planetary mass of Earth has an
immediate strong effect on the trajectory. A large portion of the effect
of this error is quickly removed by the navigation system. In contrast,
the mass of Mars has essentially no effect on the trajectory until the
sphere of influence is reached (234 days). Therefore, the error in the
constraint estimate due to neglecting this bias error remains constant
(number 2 curve) until the last day. At this time the mass of Hars does
influence the trajectory and the effects of its uncertainties can be removed.
The total error in estimate of the end constraint due to neglecting the three
equation of motion parameters is shown in Figure 12 by the number I curve.
This curve is obtained by taking the root sum square of the errors due to
the individual error sources. Curve number 2 in Figure 12 is the error in
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total error in estimate of the constraint. This curve is the root sum square
of curves I and 2. The difference between curves 2 and 3 shows the degree to
which the results of the original study concerning the navigation system
performance were optimistic due to neglecting the bias errors.
The _-_ constraint estimate is critical because it indicates the accuracy
to which the entry altitude is known. As indicated earlier, for an entry
mission at Mars the altitude corridor is +3.5 km. Figures Ii and 12 show
that the error in _.@ due to neglecting the uncertainty in Mars planetary
mass is 4 to 5 km. The effect of an error of this magnitude must be
evaluated in terms of mission requirements. While this error makes an
entry mission at Mars marginal, it would have only a minor effect on a
flyby or orbiter mission.
5.1.2 Measurement Bias Errors
The analysis of the effects of the measurement biases is performed with
the Mark II Error Propagation Program. The bias errors are analyzed by
two techniques. One technique is that of including them as part of the
state and estimating them. The second technique used is that of consi-
dering the effect of a bias error. The Mark II program is not capable
of analyzing the error due to completely neglecting measurement biases
as was done for the equation of motion errors.
The results shown in Figure 13 are for the two methods of treating the
bias error in the sextant measurement. Curve I shows the error in
estimate of the end constraint for an instrument with a i0 arc second
random error and no bias error. Curve 2 shows the error in estimate for
the addition of a i0 arc second bias that is included in the state and
estimate. The third curve is for the case in which the i0 arc second
bias is considered in the estimation process but is not estimated
(variance is held constant) as part of the state. Curves I and 2 in
Figure 13 show that the increase in the error due to an instrument bias
error that is solved for is negligibly small (less than I km at the end time).
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Curve 3 shows that there is a considerable increase in the error in
estimate when the bias error is considered but not estimated. The end
point estimate error in _'@ is increased from 7 to 14 km. This result
indicates that if the error source were neglected completely, the error
due to neglecting it would be larger than the 7 k_ difference shown
above.
The clock bias was analyzed by including it in the state and estimating it.
The results indicate that the clock bias can be estimated rapidly and its
effect removed from the estimation process. The effect of completely neg-
lecting this error source is not presented. The high correlation between
the clock bias and the estimate, as shown by the ability to solve for the
bias, indicates it would be a significant error if present and neglected.
5.2 MARS-EARTH TRANSFER
The result obtained on the effects of bias errors on the Mars-Earth
trajectories are presented in this section. The data presentation is
restricted because the results and conclusions that can be reached are in
general the same as obtained for the outbound portion of the mission.
The analysis of the measurement bias errors is omitted. The analysis in
Section 5.1.2 indicates that these are error sources that cannot be
neglected without introducing significant errors. This conclusion applies
to the return trajectories equally well.
The results presented in Figure 14 show the effect of neglecting the
equation of motion bias errors on the estimate of the end constraint _.T.
The number 4 curve in each figure shows the expected error in estimate of
the constraint under the asstnnption of a perfect physical model. These
uncertainties are due to the injection errors and random errors in the
measurements. These results correspond to those obtained in the original
study. (I)- The three remaining curves in each figure show the additional
error in estimate due to the neglected uncertainties in planetary masses of
3-34
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Earth and Mars and the solar radiation pressure. The planetary mass uncer-
tainties used are 15 km3/sec 2 for the Earth and 150 km3_sec 2 for Mars.
These are approximately the uncertainties for the 1963 adopted values.
The uncertainty in the solar radiation constant k is taken as 106
' sp'
km3/sec 2.
The curves in Figure 14 have the same character as those shown in Figure ii
for the outbound trajectory with the roles of Earth and Mars planetary
masses interchanged. In the return case, the uncertainty in the mass of
Earth is so small that it has negligible effect on the terminal accuracy.
The mass of Mars and the solar radiation pressure exhibit an effect
until late in the flight. During the final day, their effects become
quite small.
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The theoretical analysis in Section 2 presents some new developments in
the analysis of the effects of bias errors on an orbit estimation process.
These developments concern three areas of interest. They are the
following: (I) the effect of neglecting bias errors in the modeling of
the physical process, (2) the separable properties of the effects due to
random errors and those due to bias errors, and (3) techniques for
efficient parametric analysis by means of matrix manipulations.
The data results obtained on the effects of equation of motion bias error
sources on the navigation system performance indicated the following. The
uncertainty in Mars planetary mass produces deviations in close approach
of i0 to 20 km for practical Mars approach trajectories. The error in
the state estimate due to neglecting this uncertainty is on the order of
4 to 5 km at the end point. This is a significant error when considering
an entry mission with a 3.5 km corridor requirement. The effect of Mars
mass uncertainty on the return trajectory is negligible following the
navigation measurements that are used.
The uncertainty in the planetary mass of Earth causes approach deviations
of less than 1 km on thepractical approach trajectories. On the Earth-
Mars outbound trajectory, the effect of this mass uncertainty is removed
by the navigation measurements.
The effects of a solar radiation pressure uncertainty of I0 percent can be
removed on both the outbound and return trajectories by means of the navi-
gation measurements.





a strong function of the particular heliocentric trajectory being used.
The analysis of 5 heliocentric transfer angles for various flight times
for both the outbound and return trajectories shows one or two minimums
in the close approach deviations for each transfer angle. The deviation
minimums vary from near zero to 550 km for a I000 km uncertainty in the
A.U. The minimum deviations are near zero for a 180 degree transfer and
increase for larger and smaller transfer angles. The deviations can be
estimated by the navigation system to a satisfactory accuracy for an
entry mission.
The guidance analysis is restricted to the determinations of the velocity
required to correct the deviations caused by the Mars planetary mass
uncertainty and the A.U. conversion uncertainty. The _ required is a
function of the time at which the correction is applied. The _ required
to control the deviations due to Mars mass uncertainty for a FTA
guidance law vary from 5 to i0 meters/second and from I to 5 meters/
second with a VTA guidance law. The velocity requirements for an
uncertainty in the A.U. are quite trajectory dependent. The guidance
velocity corrections for a FTA guidance law are from 50 to 70 meters/
second when using only one correction. The corrections for a VTA law
vary considerably. The trajectories with small deviations (less than I00
km) require corrections from I to I0 meters/second. The trajectories
with the larger deviations require corrections of i0 to 30 meters/second.
The guidance requirements for an Earth-Mars mission obtained in the
original study while neglecting the two uncertainties that have been
described above are shown in Table I. The results in Table 1 for a
VTA guidance law include the effects of errors in an onboard navigation
system and guidance system execution errors. The approach trajectory
deviations due to a planetary mass uncertainty cannot he estimated until
the last few hours of the approach trajectory. It would therefore be
necessary to control these deviations with the final correction. The 1
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maximum of approximately 5 meters/second with a mass uncertainty of
150 km3/sec 2. The trajectory deviations due to the uncertainty in the
A.U. conversion can be estimated with an error of 30 to 40 km one day
prior to perlarles with a I0 arc second instrument. This allows the
possibility of making a correction at this time that will correct the
deviations to an accuracy consistent with the estimate. The deviations
remaining after the correction could then be removed with the final
maneuver. On the trajectories with large deviations due to the A.U.
conversion, this would increase the third correction of Table I by
approximately I0 meters/second. The final correction would be increased
by 2 to 3 meters/second.
The discussion of guidance _V requirements above is summarized in Table 2.
These results were obtained by algebraically adding the velocity
requirements caused by the two uncertainties in the equation of motion to
those due to injection errors, navigation errors, and guidance system
execution errors. This very pessimistic analysis of adding these
independent effects algebraically increases the total velocity
requirements from 23 meters/second to 41 meters/second.
The sextant angle measurement bias and onboard clock bias both have a
significant influence on the navigation system accuracy. If these errors
are neglected, the results imply a degradation in the end point estimate
accuracy of greater than 7 km. This is not satisfactory for an entry
mission. If the bias error sources are included as part of the state
being estimated their effect can be eliminated by the "calibration" of
the sextant instrument and clock.
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